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elbe Paburab Einntng
PADUCAH. KY.. THURSDAY EVENING, MAY 30. 1907:

VOL. XXI. NO. 129

HORSE SHOW OR
NO HORSE SHOW?

WEATHER FORECAST.

HENRY KOLB, JR.
SERIOUSLY HURT

Question is Right Up to Dirgetors for Answer

Falls From StreetCar and Sustains Internal Injuries

One Sap; Paducah, as Metropolis of
Section, Must Provide Some
Attraction.

Driver Knocked From
Wagon By
Logs, Miraculously Escapes
From Death.

BELIEVES

BEN

IN

ITS

SUCCESS.

PRICK

JR.,14

GOVERNOR BECKHAM

BAD FALL.

THREATENING

Cunningly ContriVed Poison
Case is Brought to Light

citmthEs Liviiiippio

TWO MONUMENTS
TO BE UNVEILED

Mize Reverie Cobb Recovering.
Retible Cobb, eldest daughter
of Mtn. Manic Cobb, of 6116 Broadway, was operated on last night at
9 o'clock at Riverside hospital for
appendicithe and today is resting
well, the operation having been a
sweet's. Miss Cobb was seized with
the first symptoms Tuesday night.
The pains gradually grew worse until a physician pronouneed it appendicitis. necessitating the operation.
Dr. P. H. Stewart is the attending
physleian.
W. A. Rudolph Critical.
Mr. W. A. Rudolph, of the New
Hope neighborhood, is In a precarious
was stricken two
condition. He
years ago with paralysis and yesterday the disease rendered him blind.
He was reported slightly Improved
today. He is the father of Fireman
Harry. Rudolph, of Fire company
No. 4.

GREAT MANY PEOPLE ATTEND UNVEILING
MILITARY TAKES PROMINENT PART IN IT

PROUD OF RECORD PROBLEMS OF DAY
OF OUR COUNTRY TEXT OF ADDRESS
Indianapolis, Ind., May 30.--MernSt. Louis, May 30.—At the Millers'
conventicon hero today secretary of orial day was celebrated here as
War Taft spoke on the subject, "Re- Roosevelt day. It dawned cloudy
cent Instances of Our National Altru- with prospects of showers. When the
president arrived shortly before noon
ism."
he nes met by a large reception
He said in part:
"The greatness of our nation in committee headed by Vice President
the struggle of our civil war is now Fairbanks, Senators Beveridge and
recognized and in the perspective of Hemenway, and other notables. At
forty years, there is none to decry the vice president's home luncheon
or belittle it. In the making of 'his- was served and a reception held in
tory in a republic, however, the po- which thousands participated. At
Utica' party struggles are so full of the conclusion of the reception Unitbitterness and criticism that a con- ed States troops from Forts Sheridan
siderabie time must elapse before the and Thomas marched to the court
credit or lack of it properly to be house plaza where the Monument to
ascribed to a free people for carry- General Lawton was unveiled at 3:30
Mg out any policy can be measured. o'clock.
The president made the principal
There are those who look to the past
to find nation& virtue and content- address and said in part:
The men of the generation which
plate the present as a period of nadone/ degradation. They impeach fought the Civil war had their great
the motives of those who guide na- tasks to perform. They met theft as
tional councils and in the odium strong men should have met them.
politicum are blind to the broad facts They did them, and we, their chilwhich must lead the impartial his- dren, profit by their mighty deeds.
torten to reach a conclusion wholly But no generation can ever plead the
at variance with the pessimistic view great deeds of its predecessors as an
its
of such critics. The best illustra- excuse for failIng to perform
don of what I am saying is in the at- own dirties. Our duties are those of
titude of a certain class of critics to- peace and not of war. Nevertheless,
ward our policy in respect of the they are of the utmost importance;
Spanish war.
tif importance to ourselves, and of,
"I ask your attention today, there- still greater importance to ,the chilfore, to the page of the nation's his- dren who in a few years will take our
tory covering the last nine years. places as the men and women of this
with the hope of showing that there republic. If we wish to show ourselves
never has been, on the part of any worthy heirs of the men of the Civil
country, a greater exhibition of pure war, we must do our tasks with the
they did
altruism than that exhibited by the thoroughness with which
United States from the beginning of theirs.
"Great social and Industrial probthe Spanish war down to the present
day, toward the peoples who were lems confront us, and their solution
(Continued on Page Six.)

(Continued on page 3.)

Mother Mistakes Poison
For Daughter's Medicine

nearly
Rosa Hammond, who,residee with Dr. H. H. Duley who found her
be carher aged mother on North Sixth dead, the medicine proving to
After several hours'
street near Flournoy street, Iles in bolic acid
brought to
a critical condition from carbolic acid hard work the girl was
had
poisoning, the result of her mother's consciousness and at le o'clock
afternoon. She regained her full senses.
mistake yesterday
has chances of recovery, but it will
be some time before physicians will
be able to tell the outcome of her
a friend of the family. The coroner
WTH. at first declared it a case of suicide. Persistent Rumor- Concerning condition. The girl has been 111 and
NIEMORY OF WOMEN OF
was administered by her
but the activity of newspaper rePopular I iffiel a I of Louisville medicine
porters attraeted Detectives Harding
aged mother. Yesterday afternoon
and Armstrong, of the central office
Division of Illinois Central at 5 o'clock the mother took what
Richmond, Va., May 30.--The Con to the case, although there was every
she supposed was the proper bottle,
Railroad Company
federate reunion opened last night motive for murder and the conduct
poured out a dose, and gave it to her
daughter. The burning liquid acted
with a reception by the Daughters of of Livering was suspicious, a week's
Next Sunday will be a day of ese
the net result of
Instantly and the girl sank back in
the Confederacy. Among the guests hard work produced
interest In Paducah. The bacpecial
bed. Knowing- that something had
a complete alibi for Livering. In the
of. honor were: Mrs. Margaret How- note the woman left all her property, NO ONE KNOWS FOR CERTAIN. gone wrong the mother summoned calaureate sermon will he preached
ell Hayes, daughter of President Jef- valuefl at $20,000 to her husband.
-—
to the High school class Of 'it; by the
- - - ferson Davis; Miss Mary Custie bee, and her brother and sister were anxRev. %V. T. Bolling, at the Broadway
daughter of Gen. Robert E. Lee, Mrs. ious to convict him, but the brother
Methodist church In the morning.
An official report is being circulatpassed
"Stonewall" Jackson, Mrs. J. E. B. testified that ',Jeering had
At the same time the Knights of
ed today among railroad men saying
Stuart. Miss Daisy Hampton, daugh- his place 27, miles from Louisville that Mr. A. H. Egan, superintendent
Pythias will assetntile at their castle
ter of Gen. Wade Hampton, and Mrs. an hour before the woman could have of the Louisville division of the Illiand march to the Trimble Street
been married nois Central, is to be transferred to
died. layering had
.W. H. F. (Rooney) bee.
Methodist church, where the Rev. G.
"Camp,John W. Gordon". just west throe times. Ills saloon In this city the St. Louis division effective June
W. Ranks will deliver the annual
west of the city, as a camp of 5.045) burned one night, and it was discov- 1, No Paducah officials have heard
memorial sermon.
veterans entertained free of charge. ered that every bit of the stock had anything of it and are Inclined to beall Paducah
In the attertioon
May.
Mayfie:d,
Ky..
30—(Seevial)
This afternoon the first parade is be- been removed before the fire. He lieve it a mere rumor starting from
Fellows will observe
Odd
of
lodges
- Fire, originating in tee second stoing held and the J. E B. Stuart failed to recover insurance. His res- changes in other districts.
memorial day by marching to Oak
equestrian statue is being unveiled. idence caught fire one night, while he
"I have heard nothing about the ry last night, damaged the menet, oil Grove cemetery and decorating the
The principal matter of business was out of the city and policemen report declared
Roadmaster A. E. and wall paper, store of Stoddard & graves of their departed brethren.
to be considered is a memorial to the rescued his second wife and child. It Biaess. of the Louisville division,
Bolinger, on the east side of the
was learned he was in the city all the and Mr. John Donovan. local Illinois
women of the south.
square.
On account of the combustible
the
was
woman
dead
Egan
The
time.
Central .agent, in unison. "Mr.
widow of William onn. a wealthy ha handled the diviaton, which is a material stored in the building fire
To Unveil Monuments.
The unveiling of monuments to land owner of Shelby comity, who liffictrIt one to handle, successfully, fighters worked valiantly to extinnot well do without guish the blaze, and thus prevented a
Jefferson Davis and Gen. Stuart are was mysteriously shet to death. His cud we can
features of added interest to the re- wife was suspected. She and Liver- him."
disastrous conflagration.
And the fact that ing were intimate before their marunion program
Mr. Egan carte here from the Chithe Jamestown exposition is within riage and she took to drink and to cago division Mx years ago, succeedSERGEANT BLAKE IS A
easy reach of Richmond will result moved from the scene of her first ing Mr. A. Philbrick. who is now with
U. R. SHARPSHOOTER.
Mrs.
Louisville;
to
Metropolis. Ill., May 3o—fgrescia1Y,
road.
western
death
t
at
increased
attendance
largely
husband's
In a
Blake,
of the local reSergeant
myathe
up
clears%
the reunion.
Gray's confession
—Commencement Of the Metropolis
cruiting service, was interested today
Hundreds of gray clad veterani tory. It was learned by detectives BICYCLE HIDER GETS
High school takes place tonight. The
WORST IN AUTO MIXUP In the shooting matches at the fair
reached the city today, and the play- at the time that Mrs. layering in
graunds, and If in trim he probably eraduetes are Fern Armstrong, val--ing of martial music is to be heard company %lei Mc& Gray's child had
A buggy hiding an oncoming au- could take off all the honors. In ad- edietnean; Mete Leda A. MeCammon.
throughout the city. it, he roughly purchased strychnine a few days be
have tomobile driven by Dr. J. T. Gilbert, dition to his reenter pay, Sergeant malutatorlan; Mime
to
egnes
Pearl
She Is supposed
estimated that 15,0,000 persons are fore
here.
called up ',leering by telephone and caused H. F. Arts, employed at the Make receives $2 a month for being Keane, Mks Kathleen I Roberta and
The veterans and other visitors told him to hasten Into Louisville Powell-Rogers company to break a a sharpshooter. In the army, there Duffy Pierce. The invocation will We
he bicycle rim and secure several hard are thrrie grades' of ability in rifle preneunced by the Rev. J. M. Adam.,
iti the night before -her death or
have found Richmond swethed
by additional •Itor of the Methodist church. The
hunting, the stars and bars of the would be sorry. Levering wept lugu- bumps on the bitnlithic street last practice recognised
mouth benediction will be pronounced by the
Confederatey predominating. 'Mau- briously at the thought tif having evening at g o'clock In front of the pay. Marksmen receive $1 a
sends of national flags are also need failed to comply:bee:thee a storm des Fraternity letlidIng: Dr. Gelber, was evtra; Sharpshooters. $2 a month and Rev. P. F. Mel, of the earlatian
end wetly tattered bettle flags are tallied him. Mrs. Grey call Liverine coming out from behind the buggy expert riflemen El a month. nor- church. C P. Treat, president of the
displayed from the homes of the own- ()revered his wife to purchase the Ind Arts was riding his wheel in the goitre Blake was transferred to the school hoard, will present the diplothe poison, and register for!it, ostensibly lpposite direction. He collided with recruiting service before he could mas. [teal's orchestra will furnish thmusic.e
ers who carried there thr ugh
get into the last class.
Mar. .
for him to use In polsoisIng a neigh - :he machine.
•- .

SUPT A. H. EGAN
GOES TO ST. LOUIS

BARKLEY WINS
ANOTHER SUIT

MISS

TWO GREAT SPEECHES
FOR MEMORIAL DAY
President Roosevelt Speaks at Lawton Monument
Unveiling at Indianapolis This Afternoon and
Taft Addresses Convention of Millers at St. Louis
--Patriotism Brought Home to Hearers

Henry Kolb., Jr., the eight-yearThe directors of the Paducah Horse
old son of Mr. Henry Kolb, of 1806
Show association will hold a meeting
Broad street, was internally injured
tomorrow afternoon to consider the
Cloudy and threatening, probably this morning at 8 o'clock on South
advisability of giving another horse
Sixth street near Elizabeth street, by
show this fall. There has been a dis- showers. Continued warm Friday.
falling front a street car. The little
position among some of the directors
fellow was preparing to alight from
not to give a meet this year, as the
Tonopah, Nev., May 30.—Evthe car a-nd was standing on the step.
two that have been given have not
erything is in resulinese for the
He lost his balance and fell, striking
resulted as they should have finanfight
this
afterSehreck-Hart
on the head with great force, and
cially, while other directors are much
noon. Mines, stores and gambling
roffiag over several times. He was
opposed to dropping the events. The
houses will close until after the
carried home and Drs. Carl M. Sears
meeting tomorrow is to discuss the
contest. A big crowd is anticiand J. S. Troutman summoned. The
matter fully.
pated. Sports here are backing
outcome of his injuries will not be
"The two horse shows we have
stringing
Schreek, Goldfielders
known for several days. No bones
given were great things for Padutheir money on Hart. Those who
were broken.
cah, in the way of advertisement and
have seen Hart training pick
diversion, as well as beneficial to the
him as a Kure winner. The men
Ben Price Falls.
stock raising industry of this secwill enter the ring at 3 o'clock.
Ben Price, Jr., a carpenter. 809
tion." said a director to a reporter
South Fourth street, fell 12 feet yesfor The Sun today, "and 1, for one,
REBELS KILLED.
terday afternoon at 2:30 o'clock
am in for continuing them. They
Hong Kong, May 30.—It is refrom a porch of a house at Fourth
are a great expense, and entailed a
ported here that 100 rebels were
and Elizabeth streets, and his right
gitod deal of work for just one or
killed in a battle with troops at
shoulder was dislocated. He was seif us, with hardly any assistance Clime (bon.
t
verely bruised about the hips and
o any sort from the merchants, it
head, but wit: be able to be out in a
HE WILL *SATE ALL LOUISVILLE'S NEW *CITY OFFICIALS.
is true, aalt. I feel like approaching
HAieGIS CASE. •
few days.
the merchants again this year, for
Sandy Hook, Ky., May 30.—
us all to get together and make this
At a conference between ComClose Call For Driver.
a greater show than the other. two.
monwealth's Attorney Waugh
Bruce Collins, 35 years old, a
which have been successful In every
and Attorney Young, representteamster employed in hauling lumparticular except financially.
ing the Hargis'. Judge Dougherber for the McKinney Veneer and
"Paducah should have an annual
ty, of Owingsville, was agreed
Packing company, lies at his home on
event like the horse show. It is an
upon to preside during the trial a Bridge Street in Mechanicsburg badly
attraction that increases in drawing
of JAIlleft Hargis, charged with
injured, having escaped by a few
bor's cow. She sent it to her huspowers each year, and we .will find
the murder of De. Cox. Judge
inches from being crushed to death Louisville Man Caused Wife to band in Shelby conety. Then he got
thhr year that It will be liberally
Dougherty mounted the bench
under a heavy load of lumber. Co:him, and he gave her
out, 1
enough patronized to pay
and the commonwealth asked for
eine loaded his wagon high with lumMurder Herself' and Investi; her to visit
think. Paducah is the hub of west
strychnine
rolled into pills with
the
a continuance until October or
properly,
it
and
balance
ber
failed to
Kentucky and southern Illinois, and
gation Produced Only Alibi flour and coated black assuring her
II ntil a special term. The deand the entire load slid from the
the people look to our city to furnfense demanded an immediate
wagon, catching the driver by the
they would be good for her stomach
For Husband
ish some attraction in the nature of
trial. It was filially agreed to
shoulder and brushing him off. His
trouble. With the ples.She returned
a horse show, or carnival or fair evset the trials for July A.
right wrist was sprained, right shoulery year, and we should have it. It
to Louisville. Continuing her conder badly bruised. Drs. Carl M. Sears
brings visitors to the city, and indifession, Mrs. Gray said she was presand J. S. Troutman dressed the inSTRIKE TRUCE.
IN
TOILS.
cates that we are a progressive comeut when Livering-proeured his wife
juries.
Havana. May 30.—A truce
munity. However, such affairs are
to indite the suicide note. Mrs. Gray
was et-ranged in Santiago's labor
not for just a few men to be curdenand her husband had quarreled and
Fell From Bicycle.
war, out of which it is likely
ed with, but something to which we
Louisville, May 30.—Unable long- layering suggested that his wife
Roland Tippen. of North Seventh
trouble will he permanently ads e
should all contribute."
he dictated, so that
street, employed in the Chris J. Mil- er to hear the burden of her horrible write the note as
justed. A nine-hour day withhe could take it to Gray and tell him
at
tin
from
ler
fell
bicycle
his
shop,
offered
WAS
pay
of
out reduction
se3ret, Mee. Louise Gray. testified Mrs. Gray had threatened suicide.
crrY MUHT OWN POLES
Sixth and Campbell streets this mornthe strikers, who, it is believed,
beiore the jeaorson county Mrs. Livering did as he suggested,
FOR STRINGING WIRES
ing at 7 o'clock and broke his right yesterday
will accept the concession. A seconnection and the Identical note, iii her own
arm at the wrist. The arm was dress- grand jury to thesfacts in
rheas tight occurred today beMrs.
by
with the death of Mrs. Mary R. lay- handwriting, was found
In a letter replying to Mayor YeiRobertson.
ed
strikilig
by
D.
J.
Dr.
and
guards
tween rural
his
re- Livertng's bedside. Knowing
which
1995,
Ice
August
ering,
ser's inquiry concerning the right of
miners in which three men on
sulted in the indictment of the deed wife had taken the poison layering
the city to use the poles of the Cumeach side were killed and A numwoman's husband, Charles J., Liver- drove into Louisville, entered her
company for
berland Telephone
ber injured. The battle was the
frig, for one of the most cunning!) apartments, destroyed the remaining
stringing its'elertric light wires, City
result of an attempt by miners
contrived murders ever committed in pills and laid the note, his wife had
Solicitor Campbell today says the city
to release Several companions
the country. He is now in the Jef- written for Mrs. Gray, beside her bed
wonld not have the right unless by
arrested during the labor trouferson county jail, held without ball. for the detectives to see. After the
agreement. He adds that In view of
bles, but the effort failed.
Mrs. Mary Livering was a native of inquest exonerating him, Gray dethe responsibility attaching by law
Shelby county, where she married stroyed the note.
to owners of poles, supporting wires
SteNHATTAN'S DOOM.
Charles J. layering two years before
so highly charged, the city would be
Middletown, N. Y.. May 30.—
She died from the effects
her death
safer in using its own poles anyway.
of
Parade
First
Confederate
Manhattan Mend and adjoining
her
of strychnine
poisoning, at
territory in to be destroyed -by a
Reunion This Afternoon to home. 1142 Pope street, and her hustime in
great .-arlhquakr a
band found her body lying in the
Equestrian Statue of Gen. J. bed, with a note explaining that she
August. Such is the announceknown
Johnson.
ment of Horace
was tired of life and bidding him
E. B. Stuart
throughout New England as an
farewell, by her side. He called to a
accurate weather prophet.
passerby, who summoned Mrs. Gray,

Circuit Judge William Reed 'this
against County
morning decided
Clerk Hiram Smedley who had in a
claim against the count for $90 for
listing property missed by the assessor.
Clerk Smedley stated: "The law
reads that the county clerk shall list
all property not assessed by . the aslaw reititred
sessor, and the new
banks to list capital stock for assessment. The assessor overlooked them
and the bank presidents appeared before me and assessed their capital
Omit. I Waved a claim with the
county for $90 and fiscal court allowed it. County Attorney Alben Barkley opposed it, saying that I should
not Mittel the fee. I agreed on an
appeal. The county would lose nothI
ing in paying me for this work.
asked for what the assessor got for
assessing property."

10 CENTS PER WEEK

CASE REVERSED.
30.
Frankfort. Ky., May
(Special)—The court of appeals
today 'reversed the judgment of
the Livingston circuit court in
the CARP of The Register Newsagainst Eldon
paper company
Stone. who obtained $330 damages in a $3,000 libel suit
against the Paducah newspaper.
— Judges Helmer Nunn ttnel eettle
Lensing
Judge
dissented.
writes the opinion, which re/Or retrial, the
mends the
court here laying down the law
to be followed.
TRIG( CASE.
Frankfurt
Ky., May llo—
(Sperial)—In the rase of W. H.
Hancoek against G..111. Bingham,
county Judge of Trigg county,
the court of appeal% today follows its previous ruling on the
county unit local option law. It
sustains the county judge in refusing to order a new election,
the whole county having voted
on the quest ion on September
13, 1000, and says no new elechad within three
tion can
years of that date. The county
voted wet.
lili:NERAL WRIGHT.
Washington. le, C., May 30.—
Pelee. the Denesdlitic party of
Tenses...se hoes something equally
es good or bettor in store for him
after him retirement from the
ambeescedeirehip of Jruutn. official
Washington would menet Genie'.
*1 Luke E. Wright, of Memphis.
to a place on the United States
supreme court benete A recently
developed r e-tenor is that Juntice
Herten is wearying of his ofiiciel
on retire, lourtenure and will
ing n vacancy to he filled by
Prveident Iteass•velt, or hies peeve/woe.
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FIRE THREATENS
MAYFIELD STORE
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"GOOD GROWING WE.ITHER."

Ease Elegance Economy

When the New Scalp Antiseptic is
Used.

TERMS

CURE YOURSELF AT HOME

EASY.

Sold and guaranteed by

S. E. MITCHELL
326-328 SOUTH THIRD ST.
New Phone 481-a
Old Phone 743
,
,

1

YOU KNOW?

DII)

EAST TENNESSE
( E TELEPHONE CO.
i u,.rIvo ratrd. o

IIIIEMMIIIIIMIMNIMB
—_
MINIIIIIIIMIIIIIIIIMINIINV

American -German National Bank
C,apitai .. • ... ... ..- .i. •.• ... ...............$230,000.00
Surplus and undivided profits
100,000.00
Stockholders liability . ..
230,000.00
Total
Total resources

th, .-

*I

.$500,000.00
$085,453.23

.

DIRECTORS:
W. F. Bradshaw, of Bradshaw & Bradshaw, Attorneys; J. A.
Bauer, Wholesale Pottery; Louis F. Kolb, of Kolb Bros. & Co.,
Wholesale Drugs; H. A. Petter, of H. A. Petter Supply Co.; Boat
Supplies; C. F. Rieke, of C. H Rieke & Sons,Wholesale Dry Goods;
Muscoe Burnett, Supt. & Treas. Pad. Water Co.
GEO. C. THOMPSON, President...,
i j T. J. ATKINS, Vice President..
N
1 b
I ED. L. ATKINS, Cashier.
MIIIIMIIIIIIIIMINMOMI

,
sow

CITY

PleLadelphia
.
Boston
Batteries— Coombs and
Young and ()tiger.
Second Game:

TRANSFER CO
Now located at

Glauber' Stable.
I. We are ready for all kinds of hauling.

,

TELEPHONE 499

_
_

1

BASEBALL NEWS

We list in our directory over 3,000 subscribers and more than three-fourths are
exclosive East Tennessee subscribers?
Call Contract Department No. 300.

ISINIIIMMINIIMINIMII

-

Wallace Park

1.0013 POISON

A good head of hair is as much a
PltoVES TOO MUCH FOR HUS"crown of glory." for man as it is ,
BAND OP DIVORCEE PRO TEM.
for woman, notwithstanding all the
poetry on 'the subject applied to the
female sex exclusively. In the seaContagious Blood Poison begins ill the most insignificant way,and
boil when Mee bite, the bald-headed Accuses Preacher,
in Whose Home
man can sympathize with the Egypwith less evidence of what is to follow, than any other disease. The
Wife Entered, of Alienating Her
tians who were so sorely plagued on
Affections.
first symptom is usually a little sore or bliSter, whose appearance does
account of' the children of Israel.
not indicate that deeper down, in the blood, a treacherous and deadly
Why not try Newbro's Herpicide?
Others have ben benefited and are
poison has found its way to corrupt and vitiate the entire circulation,
loud in its praise. It cleanses the
Salem, Mass.. May 30.—As the se- and later to disease the body with the most loathsome and hateful
sympscalp, kills the germ at the root of qual to a "trial divorce"
agreement, toms. Unless one has experienced
or witnessed the terrible results of
the hair and by keeping the scalp into which he entered
with his wife
Contagious Rlood Poison, no idea of itS effeets can be formed.
...tweet, pure and wholesome, the hair some months
ago, the Rev. Dr.
Is bound to grow as nature' intended, Charles H. Puffer, pastor of the First
When the blood has becOme fully inoculated with the virus, the mouth and throat
regardless of the temperature. Try Universalist
church, has been sued ulcerate; glands in the neck and groin swell, and sometimes
burst, forming ulcers; the hair
it and be convinced. Sold by lead- for $2.5,1
00.0 by E. A. Empy, of Corncomes out; copper colored spots appear on the body; and where the disease is allowed to reing druggists. Two sizes. 50c and wall, Out.,
who charges the minister
;1.00. Send 10e. in stamps for isoto- with
alienating his wife's affections. main in the system it penetrates deeper and deeper, until it affects the bones, causing them
pic to The Herpicide Co., Detroit,
Shortly after Dr. Puffer and his to decay, and makes a cpmplete.physical wreck of its unfortunate victim.
Mich. W. B. McPherson, Special wife
decided upon their "trial diNot only the first one who contracts the disease must suffer, but it is transmitted through
Agent.
vorce" experiment Mrs. Empy became the minister's housekeeper. She the blood from generation to generation, and innocent lives are blighted and diseased by this
continued in that capacity until a monster poison. No other disease is so highly contagious as blood poison; in the most
few weeks ago, when her husband trivial manner it may be contracted by innocent persons.
• Many have been inoculated with
came to the conclusion that things
the
virus,
and suffered the disastrous and
were not as they should be at the
I was treated for two years by blood speciatists, who
destructive effects of the poison, by a friendly
treated me with mercury for Blood Poison, with no good
parsonage.
National Leegae
results, so I gave them up and started to use S. S. S. handshak
Mau Leader in Church Work.
e, or by using the same tableR R E
Dr. Puffer has been conspicuous in When I commenced its use I was oovered with sores and
ware
or
eruptions,
toilet
and
v.
-as
articles, or handling the clothvery
weak
run-down.
and
Today,
New York
I
15 14 2 church, society and secret
society am myself again, and my skin is. as clear as_a baby's. I
Philadelphia
ing
of
an
al 6 4 circles since he came to Salem,
infected
person.
know it made a positive mire for me of Blood Poison in
Batteries—MoGinnity, Taylor,BowStrong mineral medicines like mercury
fourteen years ago. His domestic
the very worst form, and I am making it my business to
neat.ly
erman and Fitzgerald; Meager, Mc- troubles
were first made public two have my friends use it as I did, and already two of and potash are often given 'to cure
ContaCloskey and Jacklitsch.
years ago and _reached their climax them are having woneterful results in the way of a cure.
I am, today, a living testimouial to the value of gious likaid Poison, but years of failure have
four months ago, when the pastor
B 5, S. Iteeases of advanced Blood Poison.
proven that such treatment cannot cure
R H E and his wife, by mutual consent,
HARRY BARRETT.
St. Louis
0 5 1 agreed to live apart for three years. 424 West North
the
trouble. These medicines can only
Avenue.
: Chicago, III.
Cincinnati
1 7 1 It was agreed in writing by Dr. and
mask
or shut the disease up in the system
Batteries—McGlynn and Noonan; Mrs. Puffer at the time of their sepfor awhile; as soon as they arc left off the symptoms return in all their hideousness, and
Mason and McLean.
aration that no legal move would be
made for divorce by either from the the sufferer finds he has wasted valuable time, and, in addition, ruined his health with
R. H E other until after the three years' these harmful drugs.
Boston
5 8 3 trial separation.
S. S. S. is the antidote for Contagious Blood Poison—the only remedy that is able to gee
Brooklyn
8 13 1
Wife a Leader in Club Work.
at
the
root of the clisease and force out every particle of the poison, so that there arc never
Batteries-- Dorner, Boultes, and
Mrs. Puffer, who for some years
Brown; Rucker and Ritter.
had been a lecturer on literary and any signs of its return. It call be used and a perfect cure of the disease made in the
social subjects before women's clubs privacy of your own home. - Sufferers from this disease can be their own
doctors, and the forty
American League,
and lyceum organizations, has been years of cures made
by
this
remedy
assures them that the treatment is in every respect the
2 9 2 living with friends in Brooklyn since
proper one, and that its use, together with any suggestions as to local treatment,
Chicago
6 2 0 the separation. The only, child of
which
St. bouts
will be famished by our physicians free of charge, will cure the trouble permathe
couple
lives
with his grandpar5 5 2
Batteries—White, 'Weise and Sulli- ents.
nently and privately. • S. S. S. is made entirely of purifying, healing roots, herbs and
van; Pelty, Howell and Stephens.
Dr. Puffer asserts that his relabarks. We offer a reward of $1,oco for proof
tions with Mrs. Empy have been
that
it contains a particle of mineral in any
strictly
proper
and
his interest in her
RHE
Cleveland
forni.• S. S. S. goes down to the very root of
9 14 2 merely that of a friend. Nothing Is
Detroit
5 5 4 known about the allegations to be
the trouble, and by driving out the last trace of
Batteties--Hess, Josh and Clark; submitted In court by Mr. L'inpy.
the poison,and making the blood pure and strong,
Mullen, Eubanks, Slyer and Payne.

These three attributes of a good bicycle can be found in the
Wailing. Recycle and Laclede Bicycles.

TRIAL DIVORCE

H E
4 8 0
It 5 2
Powers:

•

cures the disease thoroughly and with certainty.'
• eral
S. S. S. will also remove the effects of any mintreatment that may have been

RIVER NEWS I CONTIkINS NO MINERAL

previously used.
Our "Home Treatment" book on this disease
is a complete guide for treating the trouble.
It contains instructions for the different stages of the disease, and also advice about the local
treatment that will be the most helpful in effecting a cure. This book, together with any,
special medical advice desired, will be sent free by our physicians, to all who write. e
THE SWIFT SPECIF7C COMPANY, ATLANTA, 44.

Decoration day is helelly noticeable
on the river. The Dick Fowler in the
Cairo trade had a good Passenger
list this morning with the one fare
round trip rates. Fewer wagons were
at the wharf from many business
fell and broke his right arm. He
R H E houses being closed but this was an- three days. At Paducah and Cairo, TRICK RIDING'PROVES
DISASTROUS TO THIS LAD. was trying to ride backward and the
Washington
0 6 2 ticipated by extra hauling yesterday. will continue to fall during the next
New York
front wheel turned in throwing him
9
9 1 No telegrams of the stages or weath- 12 to 24 hours, become about staBatteries—Patton and Blanken- er were sent today. The river here tionary Thursday night, then probaTrick riding on a hicycie proved sharply to the ground. Dr. J. D.
fell 0.1 since yesterday bringing the bly rise slowly.
ship; Cheebro Keefe and Kleinow.
disastrous to Roland Tippens, 16 Robertson reduced the fracture.
stage to almost a e.sttel at 13 feet.
The Tennessee, from Florence to years old, of 917 Seventh street, this
A Floral Scrap.
—
Fore and aft, the hog chains on the mouth, will continue to fall slow- morning
'clock when
he
rse Sun want ads. tor results.
"Did you hear of all the trouble in the Chattanooga broke last night ly during the next 24 hours.
the flower circus?"
The Mississippi from Chester to
while that packet was at Joppa. Dis"No; what was it?"
consolately the Chattanooga had to above Cairo will rise daring the next
"Well, to begin with, the tiger lil- be pulled out on the ways again this 24 hours.
ies boasted of the superiority of their morning to repair the breaks. EvThe Wabash, at Mt. Carmel, will
tricks over the dandelions, and these erything will be fixed by this after- continue rising during the next 36
cat-tails were brought to the ele- noon and the Chattanooga will go hours.
phant's ears, and it was very natural back to Joppa to clean up several car
Ali 11-1 ose Repairs
that the dogwood tell them where the loads of freight and returning, will FAYETTE
COUNTY OVFICEit
cow's lips would repeat them. That hurry to Chattanooga to get ViceACCUSED OF GRAVE CRIME.
fox-glove was on hand, although the President Fairbanks.
Electric Hose, the world's best, per foot..
•
_
cock's-comb gossip was ahead. Then
The J. T. Hardison, a towboat from
Lexington. Ky., May 30.—A seneverybody was inclined to linger to Nashville arrived last night to go on sational story
is circulated here today
admire the parrot's-feather, till they the ways for repairs.
to the effect that a Fayete county
heard the cro-cuss like a trooper, and
Now will the river here be lone- .efficial tampered with a juror in the
all hands got a fatherly lecture from some when the Fannie Wallace is recent trial
here of Bill
Britton.
the poppy flower."—Washington Her- Pulled out on the ways for repairs. charged with
the murder of Jim
ald.
June 13, this busiest of boats will be Cockrill, which resulted in
a hung
The Sanitary Plumber
lifted out for complete renovation. jury. The juror makes
the charge
When the Fannie Wallace ia let off himself against the
Singer's Plea Effective.
Both
Phones
201
official, who is a
132 S. Fourth St.
Oulaha, Neb., May 30.—Through the narae will he the only familiar deputy' aheriff.
This juror states
325 Kentucky Avenue.
a personal note to Count Von"Moltke, thing. The West Keutucky Core corn- that on
the night following the Benof Berlin, Miss Mary Munchoff, a pany will use the Barth as a harbor sational
confeselon of John Smith -I'
Alb
singer, enabled Herr Joseph Gahm, boat while the lapnie Wallace is of the alleged
Breathitt murder plots
of Omaha, to escape German army out, assisted probably by the But- and
while the jury was in
their
service. Herr Gahm, a musician, had Laws. The Kuttawa is a fast, hard- room at the
Leland hots, a deputy
neglected to take out naturalization shoving little boat, and has been tied sheriff
called him aside for a talt.
papers in the United States, and when up for several months.
He asked the juror about the cage
The Henrietta, Martha Bentsen and and
he returned to Germany was held by
said that no fair needed man
the army authorities. In this pre- Mary Michael are all tied up in the could believe
what Smith had told.
dicament Herr Gahm sent word to mouth of the Tennessee river tempoMiss Munchoff, who was in Berlin at rarily.
Income • ti
HOTEL ARRIVALS.
The Enos Taylor, a towboat of
the time, and her plea was effective.
Palmer--M. R. Todd, Frankfort:
Shawneetown, will arrive today to go
Forrest Ferguson. St Louis: G. N.
—Even "over-cautious" people will on the ways for repairs. In the in- Pierce, New Orleans;
N. Litchenstein,
too some real estate ads in tide terval between jobs, Captain Taylor
Cincinnati; J. F. Adams, Atlanta.
and
his
men
have
been
working
newspalwr today which will quicken
on
the West Indian schooner. She will Ga.; F. H. Yoitermon, Newbern,
their interest, in a uouuent.
Tenn.; G. C. Bradley, Nashville; W.
House wiring, electric plants installed.
be ready to close in, in a few days.
A. C.
Failure to get the chairs for his C. Wagenner, Princeton;
Complete machine shop.
Unkind words are always the
boat is delaying the departure of Moore, Marion; J F. Gordon, Made
wrong kind.
tonville;
J.
L. Burch. Chattanooga.
L22.124 N.Fourth St.
Gent's showboat. These are expected
Phonota 787
by the end of the week. Another gaso- J. J. Legg, Marietta, Ga.
Beivedstre--P. F. Richardson, Chiline boat, 50 by 12, has been bought
You'll be buying a tonic
by Captain Gent, It will he the ad- cago: B. Bierman, Centralia; J. F.
5.
411111111111111MINNIIIM
vance 'boat. Two performances May Mann, St. Louis: 3. D. Jonea, Wav- 1.
soon—probably need one
he given here before the showboat erly, Tenn.; J. C. Ellis, Owensboro;
W.
F.
Paxton.
now. Brace up your sysR. Rudy,
P. Puryear
leaves and as there are several other Guy Brooks, Sturgis; C. F. Shaw,
President.
(Mahler.
C. C. Ranson. Atlanta.
Asalettnt Cashie-,
tern with VITAL VIM. show boats coming down the Ohio Louisville;
New Richmond--Otis Cox. Fulton;
river, Captain Gent will try to get
Take our word for it. out ahead of them. He will go to the B. F. Berry, New Bernaide, 411.; Geo.
Mississippi river and up that river Hertter, Brookporti J. V. Bladk.
There's no better tonic
to the Illinois river. Artiets are ftn- Cairo; J. E. Vining. Jackson, Mich.;
sold. Fifty cts. bottle at
ishing the scenery for the stage and T. J. Maher, Muscatine, Ga.: H. B.
laeeraerated
the actors are rehearsing daily. Prac- Kennedy, Fairfield,
J. H. Brown.
GILBERT'S DRUG STORE
tically all of the $10,000 invented in fit. Louis; R. F. Stephenson, Fulton.
Fourih and Broadway
Capital .V• ire •Ire•-•• ••16.01.• Ior•.••••• ••••••
the enterprise by Captain Gent, has
111100.000
Surplus
Miss Mhinte Murphy.
been spent In Padues.b.
l• A t•
•
'eV*
110.000
At the home of hoe parents at Fa•
Stockholalere liability .... .•..
The Peters Lee arrived this after.
.. .. 10%000
mIngton.
Miss Minnie 'Murphy, 3 '
noon from Memphis and left after a
years old, died at 7 o'clock Wednew
short stay. for Cincinnati..
Total ttecerley to depaeHore
$250.000
The Kentucky will arrive tonight day morning, after a long illness el'
Accounts et indavidw sin and firms solicited. We
appreciate
etomsch
trouble.
She
from
great
will
l.
the
he
Tennessee river.
wwAll ALA well an large
J" e' beautifying your yards and
dapeoltorn and accord to all the SWUM
by the entire commar
Leaving St. Louis last night, the missed
estimates on dower beds we
courteous
treatment.
where
she lived and by e
Savannah will arrive early in
will call and see you. Phone
.. -.
the
iaili
Schmatis Bros. for the largest
morning on the way to the Tennessee friends in the county. For lic
years she taught sehool at Farm
and most complete steck of
river.
Interest Paid on Time Deposits
flowers and plants in the city.
The John Hopkins was on good ton. She leaves a mother and fathe,
Free d•Hvery to any
to mourn her death. The burial took
Urns 10 the Evensville trade today.
part of the city.
The Barth has gone to the eager- place today at learroington.
OPEN SATURDAY NIGHTS FROM 7 TO II
CK3LOCIL;
SCHMAUS BROS. vele mines after oral.'
Tempt
and tried, won and Iled
Official Forel-este.
Both Phoness192.
Third;and Broadway
The Ohio at Evansville and
--then
tee proceedings and allR H E
Boston
3 8 3
Philadelphia'
4 8 4
Batteries—Glaze, Pruitt and Shaw;
Waddell and Schreck.

Garden Hose, Lawn Sprinklers, Nozzles
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CASINO

•

ED. D. HANNAN

High-class Vaudeville at
the park all this week
c

Walter McFarland and the
Sisters Dale

Foreman Bros. Novelty Co.
ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES

McFane and Mack
Society Sketch.

ii
i

Bennington Bros.
Comedy and Acrobats.

LeRoy Reese

CITIZENS' SAVINGS BANK

In a Big Musical Act.
-- -,

MOVING PICTURES
,
Take the Broadway Cars

,,
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FLOWERS

........:..,x,

Vernon, will rise during

the

taw mo"

I

v.

.

44.
A

TAM Amu-/maid Jaya an dice-Box BESIDE HUSBAND
-keg iityryd cad.
IS MRS. FKINLEY
Sample Funeral Services Attautled by Thounaads
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President Itooseven Makes Short
eireeolt To Crowd, at Train—
Distingulslied Party.

ALL

tiO

AWAY

ON

MISSIONS

6

and secretary Wilson weut to Ch
rage. He wUl reKtin the president a!
Lanaing, Mich_ The party stopped fur
the night at Greenwich, Ohio.
CHURCH AFTER

T

TOIL EltS

United Preabytetiens et Gene-rat
semisly 11;n4e Pastors.
Denver, Colo.. May. 30. —The following resclution adopted today by
the general aSeenub:y of the. l'ulted
Presbyterian church ,indicates that
the church will make an effort to get
cloaer to the toiler:
"We desire the confidence of workingmen everywhere and deeply deplore any euspicion of unfriendliness.
We invite frank counsel as to how as
a church we, may minister to workingmen and their cause.
"We urge upon all our ministers a
sympathetic study of the problems of
labor, and-au earnest effort to eetale
lish cordial relationship
between
thetuselyee and the workingmea of
their respective communities."

We
Make
Good

g
x‘sstaktiRENS COMPUTEou
409- 4IMBROADWAY.

Bee n
Doing it
45 years

MAKING
...600D

Canton, O. lilay 30.— The body of
Ida Saxton McKinley Tests beside
that of her distinguished husband in
Westlawn. cemetery. Her last words,
"0, God why should I longer wait?
Let rue lie beside hini," have been
answered.
The funeral services held at the
McKinley_ home were extremely simple.
President Roosevelt. arrived at
12:45 p. at. and was driven immediately to the residence of Associate
Justice of the Supreme Court Day
for luncheon. Amongst others at the
(Condoned front page one.)
table were Secretaries Root, Cortelyeu and Wilson, Governor Harris and demands on our part unfaltering
former Governor Herrick of Ohio.
courage, and yet a wise, good-natur. Pres:dent Roosevelt, Vice-Presi- ed self-restraint;
so that on
the
dent Fairbanks and Secretaries Root, one hand we
shall neither be dauntWilson and Cortelyou occupied seats ed .by difficulties
nor fooled
by
in the parlor across the hall. In this those who
we
would seek to persuade
room also were Governor Harris and us that the
difileulties are insuperaformer Governor Herrick. Relatives ble; while on the
other hand we are
and immediate friends of the family not misled into showing
either rashwere seated in the hall and adjoin- mess or vindictiveness.
Let us try
ing rooms.
as a people to show the samequal.
All Canton Shows Respect.
ities as we deal with the industrial
Thousands of, people lined the side- and %odat problems cf today
that
walks and were pressed behind the Abraham Lincoln showed when with
ropes along North Market and Louis indomitable resolution, but with
a
street& and al: along the route to kindiiness, patience, and commonWestlawn cemetery nags were at half sense quite as remarkable, he faced
mast and men and women in sombre four weary years of open war in
garb lined the was.
front, of calumny, detraction and inThe' pallbearers were Judge Hen- trigue from behind, and at the end
ry W. Harter, John C. Dueber, Jos- gave to Isis countrymen whom he had
eph Blechele, Robert Cassidy and served so well the blood-bought gift
MUST OPEN 3,000,000 ACRES.
George B. Freese, who were honor- of a raoe freed and a nation forever
ary pall bearers at the funeral of united.
"One great problem that we have
Southern Pacific Will ,se Compelled
'President
McKinley, and Austin
Lynch, R.
before us is to preserve the rights of
S. shields and Judge c.
to Conform.
Bow. ,When the services in the come- property; and these can only
be
tery were over the presidential party preserved If. we remember that they
Washington, D. O., May
a TURNED UP IN BOISE IN ARREST returned
Immediately. to the Haiti- are in less Jeopardy front the social.result of representations made
OF C. IL DUNCAN.
by
More
and
Ohio depot, where the it and the anarchist than from the
Senator pourne, of Oregon, the ad4:35 train for Indianapolis was ta- predatory maa of wealth. It has beministration. pas taten steps to comcome evident that to refuse to invoke
ken.
pel the Southern Pacific Railroad
It was half an hour after
the the power of the nation to restrain
company to open to settlement about Disguised as Farmer and Armed With
president boarded his car at Canton the wrongs committed by the man of
Gun, Knife, Knucks and Skele1,000,0J0 acres of land in Oregon.
before
it left for Akron Junction. A great wealth who does evil is net only
The road originally obtained a grant
ton Keys.
large crowd assembled in the vicini- to neglect the interests of the public,
of about 6,0(141,00.0 acres on the unty, meantime and the president sev- but is to neglect the interests of man
derstanding that the land should ba
eral times appeared on the platform of means who acts honorably by his
opened for settlement at $3 an acre.
Boise, Idaho, May 30— There have and wished the people good luck to fellows. The power of the nation
The terms of the grant have not been
been
suggestive developments in con- which they responded with rousing must be exerted to stop crimes of
complied with.
nection with the arrest of Carl Hu cheers. Incidentally on one occasion l cunning no less .than crimes of vio"Duncan, the young man found dis- he took advantage of the opportunity lence. There can be no halt in the
guised on the streets yesterday. The to say a word of his visit and of the course we have dellhefately elected to
city authorities received an unsigned beautiful home life of the McKinley's Pursue. the policy of asserting the
right of the nation, so far as it has
letter saying that he was a worthy speaking as follows:
Roosevelt Eulogizes Rome Life. 'the power, to supervise and control
young man and unless he was turned
"We have come here today to at-'the business use of wealth, especially
loose at once violence would be done
tend the funeral of Mrs. McKinley. in Its corporate form. Today I wish to
the mayor or chief of police.
H. S. Parks, a Socialist writer, President McKinley rendered very say a word to you about the first and
whose name was connected with that great service to this nation as a pu t- I mcst important feature of this task.
of Duncan by letters found on the lic man but no greater than he and 'tthe control of the common carriers
latter, called on the police today and Mrs. McKinley rendered
by their doing an interstate business; a conasked to be protected from Duncan, home life, which could well be an ex-I trol absolutely vested in the nation.
saying he was in fear of harm front -ample to all our nation. The essen-lehile in so far as the common cartial things after all are the homely! riers also transport the malls it is
him.
things. President McKinley served"" my opinion probable that whether
Disguised as a Farmer.
"their business is or is not interstate
Duncan was subjected to a long his country as an American citizen
I There's only one way
It Is to the same extent subject to
should
serve
his
country
time
In
of
examination
today by Prosecuting
to put beauty, style and
federal control, under the clause of
war
and
in
time
peace.
But
of
it
wasI
Attorney Koelsch and the police and
perfect fit into a shoe—
the constitution granting to the naaccording to them he said he was a in his own horns perhaps that in his
arid keep them there.
woman we tional government power to establish
q It's the co-operation of
graduate of the University of Michi- devotion to the loving
post roads and therefore by necessary
the best materials, skillgan: that his mother lived in Ann have jast buried, he gave the best'
'implication power to take all action
ed workmanship, and
Arbor, where he has a younger example to us all."
watchful supervision.
Vice-President
Fairbanks
who necessary. in order to keep them at
brother attending the University.
q The "La France '• way
the 'highest point of efficiency.
Duncan said, that he had bought came front Indianapolis to attend the
of scrupulous inspection
Every federal law dealing with corfalse whiskers, a nose piece and face funeral occupied the seat adjoining
of the hides, and again
porations or with railroads that has
when the leather basbeen
paint found on him in Portland and the president while the latter was
been put upon the statute books durcut up for the various
that he used the -whiskers so that he waiting at the station. President
ing the last six years him seen a
Roosevelt
distinguishIntroduced
part-iv—VMS- a Constant
his
migitt appear here as a farmer. He
oversight till the finished
step in advance in the' right direcsaid he bought an automatic pistol ed associate to the crowd and the latshoe is ready for your
ter bowed his acknowledgements. Hen. All action taken by the admiuisbecause
be
thought
something
it
foot, explains the lasttration under these and the pre-exstrange. The skeleton keys, he said Fairbanks traveled with the president
ing satisfaction
isting laws has been just and proper.
Indianapolis
to
.
were just ordinary keys. The knife
of this best
Secretary Root who came to Can- Every suit undertaken during that
shoe for
and knuckles he claimed to have
period has been a suit net merely
women.
bought from friends with the Ihten ton with the president, returned east
warranted, but required, by the
tion of selling them, He said that he
facts. a suit in the interest of the
had wandered about the country and
people as a whole, and, in the long
that he had been arrested on snap!meat exercises over the national front acquiring connecting hues, b4rallroads
may be permitted and enrun, particularly in the Interest of
don in Toledo, 0., but had been freed
stockholders as well an in the inter- banks. It must possess the power to sequirdig stocks, bonds. or other as- couraged to make traffic agreements
after inquiry.
est of tiusiness men of property gen- exercise supervision over the future entities of such lines:
but it is al- when these are in the interest of the
erally. There ran be no swerving Issuance of stocks and bonds, either ready well aelt:ed
as contrary
to general public as well as of the railA PROMINENT W. C. T, U.
front tbc coarse that has thus been through a national incorporation public ,policy to allow railroads
to road corporations
making
tin m.
WOMAN WILL ADDR1,148.
,mapped out in the legislation actual- (which I should prefer) or in 'tome acquire control over parallel aid
At the earnest solisitation of the
ly enacted and In the messages in similar fashion, such supervision to competing lines of *
transportation.
(Continued On page seven.)
W. C. T. U. and the Pastors' Union, a
!which I have asked for further leg- Include the frank publicity of every- Subject to tirst giving to
the governThere's
temperance address has been added
islation.
We best servo the interests thing which would-be investors and ment the power of supervision and
We have just received a
a perfect fit for
Italy has the reputation of manuto the Chautauqua program. An efl ot the honest railway men when we the public at large have a right to ront ro! which I have advocated above,
large import shipment of the
facturing some of the strongest
YOU among the
fort was made to get the popular
'announce that we will follow out pre- know. The Federal government will the law should be amended so
that smokes In the world.
famed Dupont Tooth Brushes, 'else:), this course.
"La France" models at
Col. George W. Bain. of Lexington.
It is the course of thus be able to prevent all overcapithis store—the shoe that
but his time is all taken. Mrs. Laura
and we are making a special
real, of ultimate eonservatism. There talization in the future; to prevent
G. Fixen, president of one of the W..
will please both eye and
price of 36c of them, though
will be no halt in the forward move- any man hereafter freer' plundering
C. T. U's of Chicago, and a brilliant
purse and bring you lastment toward a fall development of others by loading railway properties
they usually sell for 50c. This
speaker
and writer, has been secured."
ing footwear satisfaction.
this policy: and those who wish us to with obligations and tex.ketirog the
price is no higher thrill that
Nero t() Ntriv I
She has traveled around the world
take a step backward or to stand money instead of spending It in imBe guided, then, by the
of
other
any
first-claas
brush,
and
for
years
25
has
been
In
public
their
still,
wishes
if
were realized, provements and in legitimate corpoexperience of a multitude
and you will find that a Dulife more or less. She has done miswould find that they had Invited an rate purposes; and any man acting in
of exacting women who
pont will outwear any two
sion work among the slums of Chioutbreak of the very radicalism they such fashion should be held to
a
declare that in beauty —
N1e give you the highest
other brushes you have ..ver
cago and knows the heart side of the
fear. There must be progressive leg- rimlnal accountability. It should be
fit ---and durability, •
temperance question and knows the
administrative action declared contrary
islation and
usqd. They are absolutely
class
Dental work at the lowto public policy
pair of "La France"
practical side of the downfallen. She
for the correction of the evils whieh henceforth to allow railroads to deguaranteed
against
bristles
est
possible
price.
shoes represents the
is a woman of wealth and gives her
every sincere man must admit
to vote their capital to anything but the
falling out and their peculiar
best possible footwear
Plates_
_
-.....$5.00
time and labor to this work because
have existed in railroad management transportation business, certainly not
tufted surface enables thron
Investment.
Gold Crowns. — $4.00
she is interested In service to humanIn the past.
o the hazards of speculation.
For
A
to cleanse every crevice
ity. On Friday morning she will
Such additional legislation as that the very reason that we desire to faBridge work.
$4.00
Dupont brush will delight
give a lecture on "Peace and Arbifor which I have asked in the past, vor the honest railroad manager, we
Gold
fillings
*1.00
Ili)
you—no
doubt of that.
tration" along which line she has
and especially that for which I asked should seek to discourage the activSilver fillings .....
In my message at the opening of the ities of the man whose only concern
given a good deal of study.
.75
last session of congress, is not mere- with railroads Is to majaipttlate their
Where Pale Is Mows.
ly In the interest of the public. but stocks. The business of railroad orKentucky Palette.
most emphatically in the Interest of ganisation and management should
Washington, May N.—Patents Isevery honest railway manager and of be kept entirely distinct from Investsued: George F. Alters, Covington.
take out your old teeth and insert new ones tlw same day.
all investors or would-be investors in ment or brokerage business, eapecia
cattle food, and making same; Jos.
All work guaraneeed III years.
railway securities.
ly of the speculative type, and th
Higdon, Henderson
grain drier:
Control
of Railroads.
credit and property of the corporatioi
Examination Free.
George W. Mims,. Paducah, nut lock;
"There must be vested in the fed- should he devoted to the exteneten
Jacob - Schnider, Newport, curtain
Shoe Department
4th and Broadway
oral government a full power of and betteruteete,of Its ritilroads, and
fastner: lien A. Thomas, Paducah,
Fuperefston and control over the rtill-to the developinent of the countr%
land roller.
*
Agent for original Allegretti
i ways doing interstate business:
a naturally tributary
to the lines
Over Cherry's Grocery, 2nd 0 B'Way.
Candles
power in many respeets analogous to These. principles are fundamenta
Offle• flayir•. Ms. rn .5 a. m. Ptuart• 330 Sunday. 9 a. as. 441 • p.m.
The Evening Stm-11/e a week.
and as complete as that the govern Railroads should not be probibitedi dim
••••••••WOWN•01001.1W001.•

PROBLEMS OF DAY
TEXT OF ADDRESS

'

C,

e need one o( Mose new iee Sox.es
to keel things eooe and Aesh
soe4rne i1 get happy getw-een
nieaes and thee' aeways something good to eat Ikea. a sileeiat
disiaeay
lee do,ves on now, eers
have daddy go and see Mem today.

we began busiW HEN
ness 45 years ago it

was upon the basic idea that
the way to make good was
to give the people the most
for their money and the best
treatment in every ( ther way.
This
have done---and have
made good---by reaching the
top, and st a y i ng there.
Apropos we are just making
good on

Outing Suits

.4.

Our Canterberry and other
high grade makes from $15
up to $25, in both single and
double breasted, tailored so
as to be perfect fitting and
shape-retaining, are the very
best things for negligee wear.
Good serviceable 0 uting
Suits at

ODD CASE

$7.50, *10, $12.50

Great Scoop Sale of 3-Piece Suits

iitfRANCE

SHOE

We made a great scoop in the purchase of 300 suits
from the manufacturers at a liberal discount, owing
to the cool spring, and we propose to give our friends
and customers the benefit. They will be assorted
in three lots---

For Women

$7.50, $10.00,$12.50
All up-to-date and handsomely tailored. Come early
and get your choice of this remarkable purchase.
Every garment a bargain.

DupontImported
Tooth Brushes
35 Cents

RELIABLE
1.„.,„ ERtni,11.1,.(11 DENTISTRY

es

GILBERT'S
Drug Store

})

1

THE HILL DENTAL CO.

I

PAM!! Tors •

trITE PADUC.kil ttVENINal SUN

THI4RSDAY, MAY SO,

V

advisor. Tammany has followed that
OMAHA'S HOLD'MAYOR
practice bine+, Itb organisation
PoBOOSTS HATLESS CUBE.
litical
Insurrection
ieta
may
always
obAFTERNOON AND WEEKLY
tain recognition commensurate with
Omaha, Neb., may 30.—James C.
BY THE SUN PUBLISBINO CO. their strength, so long as they retain
Dahlman, mayor of Omaha, Demosemblance of regularity and confine
INCORPORATRID
DIES tW STOMACH TROUBLE AND cratic national committeeman, also
T. M. FISHER. President. the fight within the party flues. The
known as "Cowboy Jim." is in the
LS BURIED AT BENTON.
isSuao sr asursoittyt OF
IL J. PAXTON. General Manager.
sultan Is a wily monarch. If he canlimelight again as sponsor for a hatThe II/lion
not
make
Raisuli
be quiet, he turns
SUBSCRIPTION RATES'
less cure for baldness. "Go without
Label
meais
ilabered at the postofilo• at Paducah. his turbulent temperament to aca hat and grow hair on your bald
count.
By. as second class matter.
Marshall county nlwrie and 1.nblic head," is the motto adopted by the
perfection in
THIN DAILY SUN
Stan of Popular Traits—Mrs.
"Hatless club" of Omaha, of which
manship
work
By Carrier, per week
10
Emperor William proposes to spend
Mayor Dahlman is chief factotum.
Jelin iteed.
By matt, per month, In advance .26 $37,0.00,0t$0 improving
Friedrich
The
mayor says he has become conBy mall, per year. In advance....12.40 strasae. It is hard to understand
why
vinced of the truth of the theory
TIM WEEKLY SUN
the people of Jefferson boulevard
that if the head is allowed sunshine
For year, by mall, postage paid. 41.05 hesitate
The funeral of lion. David Reeves, and the open
at a few hundred,
air hair w411 grow, and
Address THE BUN, Paducah, By.
of Benton, who died Tuesday of stow- he is determined
not only to benefit
Mice, 116 South Third.
Phone 252
was
held
this at- himself by results of his investigaMayor McClellan, of New York, ach trouble
ternoon.
The
burial
was
sees
in
the Pal- tions, but he desires all of his fellow
grave danger in the public utillPayne & Young, Chicago and New
York, repi esentatives.
ties bill. He fears power of corn- iper cemetery. He was one of the sufferers with shiny pates to share
most popular men in Macshail coun- the benefits with
him.
THE BUN can be found at the follow- missioners of corporations may be ext• having been sheriff of the county' "When the weather
erted to coerce corporations and
ing places:
is hot and
influence elections. Note how worldly and held several other public posi- moist," said Mayor Dahlman today,
R. D. Clements
tions.
He
was
50
years old, bornl"and the scalp is covered up with a
wise Gotham's executive has become
Van Culln Broa,
Palmer House,
since his alliance with Murphy. It and raised in Marshall county. He tight fitting hat, it becomes much
John Wilhelm's.
takes a Tammany politician to real- was a bachelor. He is survived by heated. There is no air to strike the
ize the possibilities of such a corn- three brothers, Messrs. James Reevesiscalp, and, of course, in this heated
Oak Level; John and Hugh Reeves, condition the hair will
mission.
drop out and
of Colorado and a sister, Mrs. G. Bo-refuse to grow again.
Some of the
We can't reform men by legisla- hannan, of Marshall county. He members of our club appear to be a
tion; but sometimes we can give them leaves the following half brothers little timid about going out without
and sisters: Messrs Robert and App!a hat, but we are getting
a chance to reform that way,
over this
THURSDAY, MAY SO.,
Reeves and Mrs. T. J. Riley, Marshall difficulty by
permitting them
to
county. The deceased was a cousin knock the crowns out of their
hats
DECORATION DAY.
CIRCULATION STATEMENT.
of Circuit Judge William M, Reed.
and wear only the brini."
In reverent memory of the spirit,
April, 1907.
which
prompted
supreme
the
sacriApril 1...3895
April 16...3910
Mrs. John Reed,
HOWARD GOULD LAUGHED
fice, this nation today ceases from
April 2. . 3900
April 17...3906
Mrs. John Reed, 37 years old, died
toil to think for a few brief hours on
April 3...3597
near Oak Level, Marshall county, When Told of Modest Demands Made
April 18...3908 those who laid down their lives
that
April 4...3903
April 19...39e5 we might enjoy in greater measures yesterday of a complication of disBy Mu Wife,
April 5...3393
April 20...3935 the blessings of freedom. All over eases and was buried today. She
leaves a husband, a well known
New Yorke May I'd --Clarence J.
Atiril 6...3892
April 22...3987 this broad land, gray haired soldiers
huckster, who visits Paducah regu- Shearn, counsel or
Mrs. Howard
April 8...3900
April 23...3896 are marching to the slow beat of
larly.
Gould, stated last night that his
April 9...3941
April 24...4497 muffled drum, under the drooping
client had never asked for a settleflag, to lay garlands on the mounds
April 1'>). .3999
April 25...4116
ment on her of $4,000,0400 from her
where heroes lie. Down in
RichlJnerateVINVomen
.
April 11...3940
April 26...4119 mond other gray haired veterans
husband.
are
April 12.. 3965
April 27...4125 assembled on just as solemn occasion
"However," said Mr. Shearn, "at
April 13...4012
e.he time the Goulds separated I had
April 29...4155 —bidding each other farewell. Rapida conference with Delancey Nicoll,
April 15...3910
April 30...4132 ly the ranks of the great army of
counsel for Mr. Gould, and we disTotal
103,237 the dead are being recruited from
cussed the matter of alimony for Mrs
Average for April, 1906
4018 ranks of the two late contending
Gould, but no such sum as $4,000,000
forces,
and
as
soldiers
the
of
each
Average for April, 1907
3971
was asked."
draw nearer the common goal, all
.
9TH/ERs
(.1
Mr. Nicoll said today that he had
bitterness vanishes, each gains
a
47 better understanding of the noble ima conference with Mr. Shearn and
Personally appeared before me, pulses that made heroes of them all,
that Mrs. Gould's demands had been
submitted to him.
this May 1, 1907, E. J. Paxton, gen- and in the decimated columns of
"When I went to Mr. Gould and
eral manager of The Sun, who af- the blue and of the gray we see evitold him what the demands were,"
firms that the above statement of dences of a great reunited country.
said Mr. Nicoll, "he laughed and
the circulation of The Sun for the Ere many years it will be another
said that he would never consent to
generation that assembles to do honor
month of April, 1907, is true to the
AFTER QUARTER CENTURY.
sions of hostility to Japanese pre- late yesterday afternoon
paying such a large amount."
to the memory of these soldiers of
and early
best of his knowledge and belief.
cludes the Idea .that they are inciden- this morning.
the republic, but they shall never be
PETER PURYEAR,
tal
results
chance
of
Liberty of Escaped Convict Is To
rows between
forgotten. It is glorious to die for
Longshoremen Lose Out.
1 white laboring men. They are entireNotary Public.
Taken Away.
Philadelphia, May 3I0.—The strike
ode's country. But, listen! It is
Adopted Into Regiment.
ly distinct in character from the acts
of the longshoremen employed by the
My commission expires January nobler to live for it.
, Battle' Creek, Mich., May 30.— An
I Merchants -and Miners' company in
Nashville, Tenn., May 30.— G. W. of violence growing out of the street unusual honor has been bestowed
22, 1908.
up'this city, which was inaugurated sev- Watkins, the West Plains, Mo., far- car strike, where capital and labor on Dr. James H:
Raising a disturbance. Is unprofitReed. of Battle
are
at
war.
They
are clearly an exWifey—You don't know what it is to eral days ago for increased wages, mer arrested there recently charged :
Creek, Mich., who is this year to deable. Revolt is a poor prialuct. Blood
Daily Thought. love,
and which spread to one of the DP1- With being an escaped convict from pression of race prejudice."
liver the memorial address at Clirnax,
does not enrich the land. The soil
"No man ever found this world a
Hubby—I don't, eh? Haven't I been aware rive; piers of the Baltimore & Tennessee, after a quarter of a cenThey sincerely regret the necessity Mich. The doctor, an ex-Confeder
of 'Russia and China is drenched with
ate,
weary place who had a worthy work
to every play, read every popular novel Ohio Railroad company, has practic- tury of living a hard-working
re- of calling for special police protection has been made an honorary member
the life blood of their people.
to do."
in the last nix months, got into debt ally collapsed, as many of the strik- spected life, arrived at the peniten- but believe it wiser to make that deof the very regiment he fought agains
Corpses of starved
peasants have hopeleesly, had my
appendix removed. era returned to work today. Several tiary last night. After being
wait until Of the very regiment he fought
married mand now rather than
mingled by the millions with the and all for your sake?
THE GREAT OPPORTUNITY.
steamers, which were delayed in de- to a woman for 15 years, domestic some overt act of the mob shall pre- against the hardest. During the Civil
common clay in which they found
parting because of the strike, were infidelity estranged them and divorce cipitate more serious troubles and war, Dr. Reed, with the. Fourteenth
Consideration of the Louisville origin, and still the people cry for
loaded by Itallao
election decision leaves nothing to be bread and ever they receive a stone.
The Detected Grafter.
longshoremen, proceedings were sought. Watkins possibly bloodshed.
Mississippi, participated in the battle
brought here yesterday from Balti- says he won the euft, the woman, he
desired. It is not the character of Famine and civil warfare strive to Between gurgles and groans,
'Of ThomPtion's Station, Tenn., which
alleges, then turning against him and HIGH SCHOOL EXERCISE
more and sailed today.
the men elected to office that Is re- excel in the roll of death in those un- He most cheerfully owns
the southerners called the battle of
S
notifying the authorities that he was
prehensible in the Louisville Demo- happy lands. Hunger and patriotism
His guilt.
INTERRUPTED BY PRANK Spring Hill. In this engagement
an
escaped
convict. He is 53 years old
crats, it is the manner in which elec- are repugnant elements. An empty And talks with a whine
Reed's regiment captured the NineYOU DON'T HAVE TO WAIT
tions have been conducted. There stomach and a loyal heart are seldom Of the Capitol fine '
Every dose makes you feelbetter. Lax- Po and shows signs of a hard struggle.
School vandalism reached the limit teenth Michigan, which has now
keeps your whole insides right. Sold on the
was no fair, free ballot, according to contained in the same body. In Rusadopted him as An honorary memThey built.
this morning at the High school when
money- back plan everyWnere. Tram 50 cents.
the court of appeals. Indications sia .and in China public funds go to
POLICE PROTECTION ASKED.
ber.
et the opening exercises it was disare that the Democratic ticket had a impoverish the producers and cor- O'er the face of the land
covered some ingenious wag had wo('barged With Embezzlement,
majority in the city, regardless of rupt the rulers. Money sent to re- Go his bellowings and
By Japanese Association of San Fran- ven small iron wire
FOR SALE—BRAND NEW SEVEN
between the
Chicago, May 30.—Hiram H. Leonthe abuses practiced. While many lieve distress is spent by the nobility
cisco.
His wails
strings of the piano. Prof. J. W. ROOM HOUSE, NEVER OCCUPIED.
ard, former confidential man and
Democrats voted for the Fusion tick- in riotious living. Then the starving But the thought he can't bear
San Francisco, May 30.— The Jap- Payne was on the
program for vocal (lATH, HOT AND COLD WATER.
cashier for • the Evans-Snyder-Buel anese association,
et, many Republicans, on the other peasants murder the nobles and the As you're probably aware,
composed of lead- solos and when the accompaniment ‘10NROE BETWEEN 14TH AND
company,
commission merchants at ing Japanese residents,
hand, seemed to have preferred Paul sons of the latter come into the inOf jails.
today made a was begun the piano was noticed to PAYMENTS. LILLIAN!) D. SANthe stock yards, is said to be an em- statement of the
C: Barth to Joe O'Neal
The reason heritance of death, and the swarmJapanese view of be badly out of tune. An investigation DERS. PHONES 705.
hauler to the extent of $15,0oo. recent assaults
is not hard to seek. Neither is a ing peasantry breed a multitude of He swears
committed against was made and a half hour was conwith a bawl
Leonard has left the city, and today, Japanese in this
Republican. Joe O'Neal is inventor their kind, till not even Cossack op- That
city: The report, af- sumed in removing the wore. The
he will tell "all."
"Music is dead," says Dr, Emil
following
an
indictment
by the grand ter relating recent events, says:
of all the pernicious practices that pression or famine can stem the tide
work must have been done at night Reich, And concerts, adds the Musi'Ware such.
Nil, on a specific charge of embezhave become part of the election day of increasing humanity. Surely there It
"The uniformity of these expres- as the janitor was in
is merely a sell,
the building cal Courier, are the funerals.
zlement of $8;023, detectives started
procedure in Louisville. So highly must be an end to this horrible conFor what does he tell?
east
to
find
him.
perfected was his plan, that, it is dition some time.
Not much.
said, no improvements have been
Courier-Journal.
Plan Intercontinental road. 111
made on it from the time he enginWe applaud the conduct of Dr.
Phdenix, Ariz., May &O.-- tides
eered a Democratic campaign, until
Worry is tne aosehee guard that of incorporation of the "United
he and the Whallens, of Buckingham Long, the naturalist, whose abuse of
theater fame, were ostracised by the President Roosevelt is the sensation trouble sends to weaken you for the States Syndicate," the capital stock
of which is $500,00000.0, were filed
party. His intimate knowledge of of the hour. President Roosevelt'. attack proper,
today. The purpose of the company
the construction of the election ma- notice of the doctor's little book, was
is to build a railroad to connect North
chinery was of great assistance in worth thousands of dollars to its au"
141/611""
4 1111111
"
"
1 "
111111 "
1 11/1111°°
and South Africa.
unearthing the fraud . that enveloped thor, and Dr. Long knows it. Evithe ballot. It is fortunate for the dently his acquaintance with human
HOT AIR TREATMENT
people of Louisville that Joe O'Neal nature is not one whit less extensive
is not the mayor. It is still more than his knowledge of the habits of
fortunate that he was the particular animals. He is getting all the notorI Has Proven Its Worth in the Treatcandidate defeated. There is no iety out of President Roosevelt he
ment of All Disesteem'.
can.
Some
versatile
our
day
chief
hope for Louisville in the situation
I
using, in connection with the
am
executive
will learn the wisdom of
as far as the Democratic party is conOsteopathic treatment, the Dry Hot
silence,
where
these
cheap
notorli.ty
cerned. Governor Beckham
must
Air treatment, and the great suechoose his associates among the seekers are concerned.
i cesses achieved with It demonstrate
Democrats. Either he must make
its eMcacy.
peace with the present administration
It is possible that Richard Mans' In one form or another heat has
forces and restore it to power, or. field will again demonstrate his idloi been employed in treatment of digrejecting its overtures, take up with syncracies, should he retire from the
from the earliest times and in
the other faction, headed by the new- stage, by violating all tradition and
ly formed Whalle.n-Kohn tombina- indulging in only one farewell tour.
every part of the world, but. Its use
tion. What is to be gained by turnhas become more general in later
ing out one set of rascals to install
years than ever before—simply beImpecunious boarders will derive
another? Here is the Republican some satisfaction from the story of
cause its application and uses have
opportunity. The fusion movement the exacting landlady, who found the
become better known.
has accomplished its purpose. There corpse of a murdered man in a trunk,
We have a better understanding
Is no reason why a good, representa- she insisted on holding for board.
What is more serviceable
of the physiological
laws upon
tive Republican should not head the
for summer wear than a blue
'which
the treatment is based, and
ticket as well as a disgruntled DemI
serge
suit. They are light
South and Central America are not
have greatly improved the mechanical
ocrat. Certainly he would insure bothered with
weight, neat and dressy. With
the question, "What
apparatus employed until now it is
cleaner methods and appeal on an to do with
an extra pair of trousers ?on
our es-presidents." They
ione of the most useful means at our
honest basis to the better citizenship refer
have two suits.
to them as "late presidents."
disposal for the treatment of digSubordinating the
or Louisville.
party organization to the ambition of
ease.
We show a great line of
Possibly a compromise might he
a time serving politician is undigniThe treatment is stimulating to
singles and double-breasted
arranged with the Hargis', insuring
fied and humiliating and must reflect
blue gorges at the very poputhe whole system, every organ and
them immunity if they will stay in
seriously on the party. Let Louislar price of $15,
function, and when used with the
Elliott county.
ville set Kentucky an example of
Osteopathic treatment forms the most
victorious Republicanism on a high
Mimetic county's classic temple of
rational cure in all sciences
The suits were made explane of morality, and thus will the
justice has been denuded of some of
pressly for es, and are a betEspecially are the treatments Inparty and state be served.
ter value than you will find
its antique shingles.
c-fleeted in,all diseases incident to the
elsewhere for that money.
season, spriag, tired, worn out and
It is like the weak-visioned party
SLIGHTLY HUMOROUS.
run down conditions, malaria, atomorgans to imagine, since the court
Drop in any time In passing
jar)), liver and bowels, and in asthma,
of appeals has kicked their party
Knicker— "Strange they didn't
and let us slip one'on you just
'rheumatic, and nervous conditions.
back Into the straight and
narrow name the baby after it's rich
to show you the big money
uncle,"
headaches, lumbago and neuralgia
way, that they have discovered a !locker —"No,
he looked at It and
values The New Store gives.
, I should he pleased to have ynn
now trail. They couldn't follow it sald he'd
give them $10,000 not to."
'consult me at any time, and tell you
past the first cross roads
—'Shari Set.
just what Osteopathy will do in any ,
-0
American political methods are to
specific case. It has done much for
His Preference—"Do you favor
be Introduced . Into Morocco, where any particular school of music?"
Paducah eople you know well, to 1
the sultan and Rebell!. the bandit askei the lady. "Yes, indeed,"
whom I shall gladly refer you, at any
.
1041
reBROADWAY
chief, are negotiating for terms or plied the young
time.
Inas who live* in a
I
01.11510
1.1ENAW1
011111
surrender, by which the latter is to flat "I favor the
pthillesillso Isettool"
D. G II FROAGE, Phone 1407, 516
•
be the sultan s confidential political --Puck.
ringewe pmftwolkiellibi.44141
Broadway.
—

Che Vabucab %tin.

HON. DAVID REEVES

-4. Nov

GARNENT

UNION MADE CLOTHES

We're a Union Store to the core. Our
clothing is made for us by well paid and
skilled Union Tailors. You'll find no
"sweat shop" work here. We'll have none of it. The union
workingman that comes here for his clothes will not only
further his own interest but he will also be assured of receiving a full amount of satisfaction for his money.
We charge no more for our dependable, Union Made
garments than many other stores ask for inferior made
clothes---made nobody knows where or by whom.
This is your store, Mr. Union Man.

•

The Clothing Store That Carries the

"UNION STORE CARD"

I

LEA
DER
GRAND
DESISERGERS

323

Broadway

IVRIV/SfaRldnd

323

Broadway

Physicians agree that Belvedere Bea
is a most healthful, nourishnig and sustaining beverage, richer in food values
than other beers.

Blue Serge
Suits

1I

I

I
I

The Belvedere Malting Process secures
all of the nutriment in the barley-grain,
which the Belvedere Perfect Brewing
Process transmits to the beer in pred;gested form.

s

Belvedere Beer, rich in malt and tonic
properties of hops, makes an ideal drink
at meals or between meals, aiding digestion and soothing nerves.

I

Paducah Brewery Co.
Phone 408.

1

•

•
••
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•
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PEOPLE
AND SOCIAL EVENTS

ter Berna rd
Kavanaugh, rioter st s. I
There is no charge for adnession, but.
a free-will collection will be taken for
tee organ debt.

1,4.0.4.4.444.44.4,41,

IN THE COURTS

TackleHart

Silver Wedding Reception,
Mr. and Mrs. Walter J. Hills will
Nashville Wedding of Interest Here. receive tonight from 8:30 to 9:30
Circuit Court.
Mr. and Mrs. Voine)- L. Williams and from 9:30 to 11:30 o'clock at
Mrs. Mary Rogers, executrix of
announce the engagement of their their home on North Ninth street in
Tobe Rogers, ex-sheriff, against th
daughter, Grace, and Mr. James A. celebration of the twenty-fifth annicounty of McCracken, judgment for
Robins, of McKenzie, Tenn. The versary of their wedding. Out-of-town .
$208. The plaintiff sued for $6',011,
marriage will take place at the home guests who will be present for the
alleging this is the amount of come
of the bride's parents, in the pres- occasion and assist in receiving are:
Missions due Sheriff Rogers for back
ence of only the immediate family, Mr. and Mrs. RN. Duncan, of Whitetaxes, when he went out of office
on the evening of June 4.-Nash- vIlle, Tenn., and Mr. and Mrs. Arthur
Circuit Judge %V. M. Reed ascertained
'4111e Banner.
Lamb and Miss Lucille Lamb of Parthat taxes, aggregating a commission
Miss Williams is a niece of Mrs. T. is, Tenn.
of $208 had been paid up since the
puryear • of Paducah, and has freformer sheriff's death, and gave
quently visited here. She is a very
Interesting Visitors.
judgment for this amount.
When
il charming girl'o( more than the usual
During the Chautauqua, Miss Caritalents and gifts. Mr. Robins is at oline Ham, of 313 North Sixth street, other back taxes are paid in. the widow will be paid the commission.
the head of the MeTyeire school at will have as her guests, Miss Mildred
Ada against Albert Howard, judgMcKenzie, Tenh., and in connection Huruphreys, of Hopkinsville, and
ment
for divorce Med.
with his school has been often in Pa-! Miss Dena Caryl Metaker, of BloomThe Western Sign Works, of Jettducah. After a bridal trip Mr. and ington, III. Miss Metsker is a singer
l
lin, Mo., filed suit today in circuit
Mrs. Robins will be at Monteagle for of note having studied abroad. They
several weeks in July and will later will remain here until Miss Ham goes court against F. N. Gardner, Jr.. doto Chicago to continue her vocal In- ing business under the firm name of
visit in Paducah.
structions under Marescalche and . F. N. Gardner, Jr., & company, for
$88.54 and interest at 6 per cent
Informal Reception for Mr. Liebling. take a special course in relation to
from November 16, 1906. The plainMr, Emil Liebling, of Chicago, who her work in the public schools.
ton, Ky., turfmen a fine trotter which
tiff alleges it delivered 50 lawn seats
will arrive here next week. le time v.ell appear in piano recital on SatMr. J. J. Berry, manager of the to Gardner in November, 1906. and
for the second matinee races. They urday evening at the Kentucky theathat the bill has never been paid.
expect the horse to go with any in ter, will compliment the Crescendo News-Democrat, has been called to
The case of the cite of Paducah
club, under whose auspices he comes Uniontown, Ky., by the illness of his
Paducah.
against George Shelton
was disbrother.,
here,
with a lecture on "Modern
-M. A. Mitchell has sold a fine
little Miss Edith Sherrill was much missed.
Piano Study, Its Technic and Interhorse to W. T. Rudd.
In the case of George I'. Drewry
-For Dr. Petelley ring 416.
-Two defendants, Will Gray and pretation," with piano illustrations, improved today from her serious atagainst
Henry Dunlap, Attorney
-For Copeland's stable phone100 Sandy Overby, colored, faced Police at (be studio of Miss Newell on Sat- tack of measles.
Mr. W. Y. Griffith, the dairyman, Egester was allowed $45 and Harper,
-Dr. Gilbert, osteopath, 400% Judge D. A. Cross this morning and urday afternoon at 3 o'clock. The
guardian. $15.
Broadway. Phone 196.
iclub has invited about thirty guests Is seriously sick.
were fined $1 and costs each.
The case of Hendricks against RuMiss Floy Pendley, (laughter of
-At a meeting of Evergreen Cir-Why will you have your carpets!among people who will be especially
cle, Woodmen of the World, last beaten and worn out when you can interested in this talk of Mr. Liebling Dr. J. W. Pendley, has returned from dolph, administrator; Pace, adminnight Mrs. Mike lseman made a buy one package of "Earthquake" and an informal reception will fol- Ward's seminary in Nashville after istrator. against Wood, and Jennings,
administrator, against the Globe
graduating with honors.
lengthy report on the national con- Carpet Cleaner, that will do the
work low the lecture. It will be a delightMiss Ruby Glenn. of Kuttawa, who Bank and Trust company, were convention at Norfolk, Va., held this of three men. The "Earthquake" has ful opportunity to know Mr. Liebling
tinued to be tried during vacation.
month.
been tried in many residences and socially, and Miss Newell has ar- has been visiting Miss Pearl Rice, of
-Fine carnations at 50c pelr doz- gives satisfaction to every one. For ranged the reception as a pretty re- Seventh and Clark streets, returned
In Bankruptcy.
en at Brunson's, 529 Broadway,
home this morning.
sale at Biederman's.
turn compliment for Mr. Liebling.
June 15 is the date set for the
-Carbon paper that gives entire
Mrs. W. E. Smith, of Bartlett,
-The Woman's Missionary soThe seats for the Liebling piano
hearing of final argument on all
satisfaction, and every sheet guaran- ciety of the First Baptist church will recital went on reserve today
and in- Tenn., is visiting her sisters, Mes- questions
in the bankrupt matter of
dames H. C. Savage and M. M. Hewteed. Is the 'Webster Mull Copy Car- meet with the Mite society Friday dicate the advance sale of tickets
has
J. H. Nelson & Sons, of Livingston
bon, handled only by R. D. Clements efternoon at 8 o'clock In the lecture been large.
itt, of the West End,
& Co. Phone 436.
Miss Theresa Theiring, of St. county.
room. The postor, Rev.C.M.Thompson
-Contractor George Weikel has will address the meeting. All
Louis, is visiting relatives in PaduAttractive Reception for Visiting
the
Incorporated.
•
closed a deal
Deeds Flied.
with the American ladies of the chrieh are requested to
cah.
Guests.
Ben T. Frank to Mary Frank ChesSnuff company to reconstruct a boiler be present.
Mr. Herman Katterjohn went to
Mrs. 0. Bowyer, of 12e9 Jefferson
terfield, property in the county, $1
house at Clarksville, Tenn., for $2,street, is receiving this afternoon Princeton this moreing on business.
500. He only recently completed sevJudge Lawrence Anderson, of May- and other considerations.
front ?, until 4 o'clock in honor of
THE INN TO BE MADE INTO
FOR
RENT--Cot r age $ 5
Ben T. Frank to Mary Frank Chesper
eral big brick houses aggregating
field, Is in the city,
HANDSOME APARTMENTS Mrs. Charles Fisher, of Cincinnati.
month. Apply 441 South Sixth.
over $100,000 at Clarksville for the
Mrs. T. J. Newell, of Brownsville. terfield, property In Rowlandtown, $1
It is a delightful occasion. A pretty
same company.
FOR RENT One front room with
Tenn., will arrive tonight to visit her and other considerations.
Dr. J. G. Brooks Is having plans feature is the music which is furnE. W. Whittemore to William Smal--City subscribers to the
all conveniencies, 837 Jefferson,
Daily drawn
daughter, Miss Virginia Newell, at
ished
by
Owen
Mr.
Tully,
pianist,
end
to
convert
The
Inn into fiats,
ley, property in the Murrell west end
Sun who wish the delivery of their
WANTED-A good cook at once.
and the work will probably be com- Miss Ethel Calissi, soprano soloist. 317 North Seventh street.
addition, $100.
papers stopped must notify our colMr.
Clarence
Apply to 1039 Jefferson.
Knowles,
superinte
npleted in two months. The Inn was
lectors or make the requests direct
dent of water supply of the Illinois
EAT at 111fitehead's restaurant._
LOST-Saturday. meerschaum pipe
formerly the McNary home: and is
Afternoon Card Party.
elarriame Licenses.
to The Sun office. No attention will
Central,'is in the city on business.and
one of the handsomest residences in
-Mrs.
MITCHELLS for high-grade bicy- with gold band on the bowl. Return
Margaret
F. Emery and Miss
Bert
Huckleber
be paid to such orders when given
ry
to
Clare
Walvisiting
his parents.
to Sun for reward.
Paducah. With its handsome, large Mary Ferriman are entertaining this
cles, 326-328 South Third street.
to carriers. Sun Publishing Co.
Mr. T. K. Wood and grandson, lace, They were married by County
WANTED--A good, settled white
TELEPHONE 203 for nice bundled
-Contractor George Weikel tie- yard it will be an ideal apartment afternoon at their hotne, 600 Jeffer- Thomas Morgan, of Marshall county, Judge R. T. Lightfoot.
house. The plans are for four apart- son street, with a card party to which
woman to do house work and look afFrank Hopson, Joppa, Ill., to Ella
came the bondman of Samuel Bell, a
Johneton-Denker Coal Co.
were
here
yesterday
.
ments, two on each floor, and they a nurnfler of formal invitations have
colored hod carrier, who shot Joe
CLOTHES cleaned, pressed, re- ter one child. R. E. Moshell, Hotel
Dr. King Brooks and wife have re- Brown, city, colored.
will be modern 4n all details.
Belvedere.
For been Issued.
Riley
Bradley,
Johnson, colored, through the lung
Joppa,
IL.,
to
Sigpaired.
Jas. Duffyeelehone 959-a.
turned from California. Mrs. Brooks'
further information and rental rates
nora
Tison,
Joppa,
several days ago at Clarksville,
ONE OF THE prettiest small regIll.,
colored.
mother, Mrs. Goodwin, remained in
FOR heating and stosewood ring
apply to Dr. J. G. Brooks.
Tenn. The bond was fixed at $1,000.
istered stallions for service is at BieSans &mei Club.
California.
437 F. Levin.
-We give you better carriage and
derman's farm on the Mayfield road.
Mrs. James Campbell, Jr., enterMr. G. R. Meyer, the well-known
Trial Test for War Balloon.
FOR DRY WOOD, Old
Phone He has to be seen to be appreciated.
better service for the money than
2361.
Washington, May N.-The new tained the Sans Some club and other tobacconist of Bandana, was here
is given by any transfer eompany In
THREE BEAUTIFUL Furnished
balloon for the signal corps of the guests very delightfully at cards yes. yesterday on business.
QUICK MEALS at all hours, BuchAmerica. Fine carriages for special
front rooms for rent, separate, or
Mr. Samuel Edwards, of Mayfield,
army, ordered specially manufactur- terday afternoon. The club prize
anatee 219 Kentucky avenue.
occasions on short notice; also eletwo or terve together, completely
ed in New York some 1 nths ago, was won by Mrs. Will Gilbert. Mrs. was- here yesterday visiting his pargant livery rigs. Palmer Transfer Co
FOR NICE strawberries and cher- arranged for light housekeep
ing. All
RESPONSIBLE
POSIarrived by freight from that city Joseph Friedman captured the mar- ents, ,Capt. and Mrs. W. H. Edwards. ASSUMES
ries phone 2673.
-Dr. C. E. Purcell, the specialist,
conviencies, 226 North Ninth street.
Mrs. S. W. Hamilton and son, Roy,
TION FOR MOMENT.
yesterday and will be given its trial ried ladles' prize and presented it to
yesterday operated
on Miss Anna
WANTED-A press feeder at The
her guest, Mrs. Maurice Joseph, of and daughter, Lillian, of Mayfield,
LEAD ALL and follow Ilene. For
Crooks, superintendent of Riverside test before acceptance next week if Cincinnat
Sun Job office.
i. The young ladies' prize are visiting Mrs. P. G. Reed.
honest work and honest prices, is
weather conditions permit.
hoepital and removed her tonsils.
Mips Alice Compton will go next
Capt. Charles Def Chandler, who went to Miss Mary Boswell. A pretFOR SALE-6-foot show case harness, saddles and repair work.
--If you haven't time to go home
Just Long Enough To Give Bride
etc., call at Paducah Harness and
recently
and
made an ascension - in an tily planned luncheon was served af- week to visit in New Jersey
and counter. B., care Sun.
to lunch, try WhitIthead's 25 cent
Away
and
Then Resigns His
Saddle company, 204 Kentucky avearmy balloon at St. Louise and who ter the game. There were fourteen New York.
dinner. Polite service.
WANTED
-To
buy
about
500 old nue.
Charge To Groom'.
tables of guests present. Out-of-town
Mr. Joseph Parker and sister, Miss
--Wedding invitations, announce- is the aeronautic expert of the corpse
brtck. Old phone 1866.
guests were: Mrs. John W. Sykes, of Elizabeth Parker, of Murray,
will
make
the
ascension
MR. JAMES COLLINS, of Dyerstest.
left
yes
ments and every character of enWANTED-Position as collector
Hope, Ark.: Mrs. Frank Leavitt, of terday after visiting their
burg. Tennessee, will open a blackuncle, Mr.
graved work is given careful, perand
solicitor.
Address
J, care Sun.
St. Louis; Mrs. Maurice Joseph, of C. L. Acree, of North Fourth
smith and horse shoeing shop at 309
Elsie Janis Signs for Five Years.
street,
sonal attention at the Sun Job office.
Legal difficulties vanished this
FARM HAND WANTED- May- South Fourth street
Cincinnati; Miss Harriet Raines, of for Richmond, where
June '1, and asks
Miss Parker is morning before the determination of
New York, May 30.-Elsie Janis,
-The -degree team of Ingleside
field road, Eden's hillBernard Krooss, a trial from anyone
Nashville.
sponsor for the Murray veterans.
needing anything
two young persons to marry and the R.
Rebekah lodge last, evening met and youngest of American stars, will play
F. D. No. 1, Phone 905,
in his line.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Wright and willingness of Dr. A. S. Dabney to
prepared for initiatory work. In a for the next five years under
the
act
WANTED-To hity iron fencing.
Brown-Davis.
•
child, of Louisville, will go home to- as the fairy goddess. Mr. Bert
WANTED-For U. S. Army; Ab1e.
short time a large class of candidates management of Charles Dillingham.
HuckMust be in good order. Old phone
Mr. Al F. Brown, of Mayfield, and day after visiting Mrs. Wright's par- leberry
will be initiated into the order. Fol- She has signed a contract to star in
bodied unmarried men between agell
and Miss Mary Wallace, of
1369.
Miss
Lula Davis, of Water Valley, ents, Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Hedges, of Centralia,
lowing the meeting last nigh(. a "pie musical comedy. Arrangements are
Ill.. appeared at the court
of 21 and 35; citizens of United
YOU CAN get nice bundled kindsocial" was held. The attendances was 'being completed for her appearance Ky., were Quietly married at the res- South Sixth street,
house and asked for a license to marStates, of good character and teob
idence
of
Rev.
W.
Bolling,
T.
ling
pastor
at
Mr.
JohnstonW. M. Milliken, the lumber ry. As she was under 21, they could
Denker Coal compalarge.
at the beginning of the next season
perate habits, who can speak, read
of
the
Broadway
M.
church,
ny.
E.
by
Telephone 203.
man, will go to Stuttgart, Ark., today not be married without permitueon
-Place your orders 'for wedding in a musical comedy now being writ-wed write Engltsh. For information
Rev. Bolling, this morning at 10 on business connected with
invitations at home. The Sun
FOR RENT- Third
the mill from her parents, but her parents
is ten for her by an American author.
floor over
showing as great an assortment as Mies Janis at present is at her home o'clock.' Mr. Brown Is a policeman on he is erecting there.
were dead and she had no legal guar- Frank Just's barber shop, 117 N. 4th apply to recruiting officer. New Richthe Mayfield force, formerly a deputy
mond House, Paducah, Ky.
Mr. George H. Goodman returned dian. To square the situation with St. Apply F. M. Fisher, Post Office.
you will And anywhere, eft prices in Columbus, Ohio.
sheriff, and is well known and gener- yesterday from
much lower than you will have to
St. Louts, where he the Kentucky statutes It would have
GET OUT of the wet. Jona won't
BUCHANA
N'S
Restaurant open
ally popular in Mayfield. His bride Is attended the annual
pay elsewhAre.„
convention of been necessary for the young woman day and night, 219 Kentucky ave- be so easy to get next year. We can
Notice.
a
native
of
Graves county and an at- the National Association
---The Luther League meets on
of
Mall to get a guardian to give her away. nue.
use 500. Highest wages; stead3.elnCarpenters hoeal 559 will hold an tractive and popular
young woman.
Thursday afternoon at 3 o'clock with open meeting
at county court house Fallowing the ceremony the couple Order Liquor dealers. He was elect- Dr. Dabney who happened to be in
WANTED-- A white cook, good ployment guaranteed. Transportation
Mrs. George Backe% 1022 Solidi on Friday night at 8
ed one of the directors for the or- the court house, expressed a willing- so'clock. Public went to a hotel and will take
ages paid, 115 South Seventh advanced to machinists having firstpassage ganization.
ness to supply . the deficiency and
Ninth Street.
SZ,Iass referenees. We positively make
in general invited. ladies are espe- on a. Memphis-Cincinnat
street.
i
packet for
--Messrs. Gee Alexander and Race cially invited to attend. Prominen
Mr Charles Fisher, pressman for qualified before County Judge Lightno charge in any way, manner, shape
t Cincinnati. The marriage was perWHEN in a hurry, go to Buchan-'
I:Apple have purchased from Letting- speakers will address
The Sun, who has been suffering foot as guardian of the young lady.
or form for securing Jobe for machinthe audience.
formed here because the couple dean's
restauran
t,
219
Kentucky
aveThen
he gravely gave her to the
from white swelling, is out today.
ists. Address with references. The
By Committee Local 559,
sired to have a quiet wedding. Policenue, fur your lunch.
Col. Tohn Landram, Of Mayfield. young man and Judge Lightfoot marNational Metal Trade Assoelation,
-W
man Brown often comes to Paducah,
FOR RENT-A six-room cottage.
ried them. Giving the legal tape anis in the clty.
Cincinnati, Ohio.
Notice.
and is well known here.
other turn, the young WORM], who by 419 Monroe. Modern conveniences.
There will be a called meeting of
her marriage was made a responsible Apply to 233 North Fourth.
the Central Labor union at the hall
ENGINEE
RS' CONVENTION
Organ Recital This Evening,
Widow Is Not a Widow.
person in the sight of the law, reWANTED- Mouse girl, white;
Special Sale of 100-Piece German China tonight promptly at 8 o'clock. A There will be an organ recital this
AT DALLAS, TEXAS
Phoenix. Ariz., eito
3,0. --That
leased Dr. Dabney from the guardian- good wages, good home to the
full attendance is requested as tm- evening at 8 o'clock at the
right Nico lai de Raylan, twice married.
Dallas, May 30.- The annual in-,ship, one good turn deserving
Broadway
Dinner Sets, Regular Price $22.
party.
southRing
3-a.
ortant business will he transacted.
Methodist church under the direction ternatienel convention of the Broth- er.
once divorced and for 12 rears secGASOLINE MUNCH for hire to retary of Baron
B. M. MOSELEY, President.
of Mrs. Samuel H. Winstead. An at- erhood of Locomotive Engineers for
Schlippenbach, Russmall parties. Licensed operator. New sian consul
Now Only $15.98
tractive program will be presented. the United States, Canada and Mexiat Chicago, was a woman
Pennsylva
nia
Graft
phone
Inquiry.
344;
Card of Thanks.
old
phone 2840.
Mrs. Winstead will be assisted by co, was opened in Dallas. The meetwas establiehed as a fact here to-day,
Norfolk, Va., May 30.-The PennWe desire to extend our heartfelt Miss Adah Braze:ton,
FOR RENT - Newly decorated when the body was exhumed ea
Last October we placed an import
Miss Courtie ing is to continue three days. More
the
sylvania
legislatur
e's state capitol apartments. Modern improvem
thanks to those who were so kind to Puryear and Mr. Owen Tully
order for some very handsome 100ents. presence of the baron and idolistifled
in organ than 500 delegates were present at
investigation committee arrived here Hecht Apartment
us during our recent bereavement, numbers and Mrs. Chamblin Simpson, the opening session.
s, 511 Adams.
by him as that of his former assistTwo thousand
piece German (Thine Dinner Sets,
today and spent several hours taking
the Mimes and death of our beloved of Dyersburg, Tenn., Mrs. Lelia
Wade are expected tomorrow.
t be dellVereci this coming fall, son Francis
SHORT ORDER a specialty at ant. As a result the "widow" probthe
testimony
of
Perey
Walter.
Wilson.
H,
Lewis, Mrs. David Flournoy, Misses
ably lose de Raylon's life insurance,
but through a mistake on the part MR. AND MRS. ROBERT
vice president and general manager Page's restaurant, 119 South Third
WHITE.
Anne Bradshaw, Nene Hatfield, Julia
as the "husband" being a woman,
street.
Call For Convention,
of the foreign manufacturers they
of the James Wilson Manufacturing
Scott, Messrs. Richard Scott, Robert
there was no marriage in the eyes of
The Republicans of the city of Pa- company
were shipped immediately and just
of Norfolk, which was a sub
Use Sus want ads, for regatta.
FOR SALE-Or trade for buggy
Scott, Robert D. MacMillen, and Mas- ducah, Ky., are hereby
the law. "Mrs'.'
Raylan always
called to meet contractor under Contractor Sander- horse, Ray mare
came in a day or two ago. Arrivheavy in foal. Cope- insisted that
In mate convention at the city hall in son,
her "husband" was a
who
held
land
the general contract
ing at Ulla time, such a shipment
stable, 419 Jefferson *trek.
man.
the city of Paducah, Ky., on ThursNOT IN HIS LINE.
for fprnishing the capitol building
overstocks us a good deal and, when
FOR RENT-Four room house,
day, June 27, 1907, at 3 o'clock p m.
the circumstances were explained,
corner
Sixth and Boyd. Apply 1030
for the purpose of selecting candiTo Dry Legislators* Hands.
Clay.
R.eTt4 FEAST ON FLOWERS.
the manufacturer agreed to give us
dates for all of the city offices that
Washington. May 30.- Bids were
A midnight lunch of carnations.
a substantial price reduction of
are to be filled at the election in
FOR SALE -Good driving horse opened for towels to dry the legislaten dozen In number, costing $5, was and
which we are going to give you the
November, 1907.
runabout buggy. 512
North tors' hands during the coming sestreat
a
given
rodents
last night by Fifth. Phone 423.
benefit. We bought them to sell
FRANK BOYD, Chairman.
sion of congress. it is an item of conC. L. Brunson, te florist. He left
C. W. MERRIWEATHER, Sec.
for $22, but Until we get the stock
siderable expense to Uncle Sam. In
FOR
THE
BEST
eandwiche
s,chile
ten dozen carnations on the show
dosn to normal again the price will
and hot tamales, call at 111 1-2 one month last winter the members
case,
Intending
ship
to
them
this
Births.
and attaches of senate and
be only $15 98
South Thltd Street.
house
Born, to the wife of Mr, N. R. morning. Ordinarily he places them
used 32,315 hand towels and 1.417
Thew sets come In four different
FOR RENT-Nice three-room cotin an Ice box
This morning
he
last night.Howard,
son
a
bath towels, a grand total of 33.932.
floral decorations, lined with gold,
Horn, to the wife of Mr. George found only stems where he had tine tage, 1104) South Fourth street. Ap- It cost more than
$14111 to launder
and all of them dainty as can be,
ply to S. A. Hill, 1102 South Fourtb
Brown, of the O'Bryan addition, a flowers
this number of towels once
They are first quality, medium
eaten
stances
or
most
telephone
of
the
stem.
964.
son this morning.
weight German China, perfectly
Born, to the wife of Mr. C. N. SimMEN-Our illustrated catalogue
Huxley was once talking to Sir
glazed --different from the kind you
mons, of Fifth and Adams streets,
explains how we teach barber trade William Gull
Hawley Is Reseleeted.
about the healtnr power
could ordinarily buy for the same
SOU.
Detroit, Mich., May 30.- The bien- In few weeks, mailed free. Moler of nature. "Stuff'"
said Gull. "Nine
money because the decorations are
nial convention of the Switchmen's Barber College, St. Louis, Mo.
times out of ten nature does not want
• Salvation Army's Offer.
under the glaze and won't wash off.
Union of North America today re- -WI
RENT--Cottage.
-Adams to cure the man. She wints to putt
During the month of June the Sal- elected Frank T. Hawley, of Buffalo. street. between
I-ie.-umber, the prim, is
Fourth and Fifth him In his eolith."
vation army will give a series of president. The election of officers Modern Improvements.
Apply 43$ 5,
moving picteres
with illustrated will be completed Friday, the conven- Sixth. Ring 2791.
Fortunately o otheexhibitio
avergh
n.man,
songs, changed three etimes a week. tion having adjourned over on ac-• 1•••••1
i
- WAloifilro-.-his
brains are not
-P
i
rminent
board bY
The public is invited and will enjoy a count of Memorial
day.
traveling salesman In a private tam,39 BROADWAY
'You shoot him. BiMy. I only shoot rabbits.
nice, clean entertainment as well as
ly, for himself, wife and son.
Never judge what a woman
Adhelp a worthy causal:
*anis
The Evening finn-10c. a week. idress L. W., care
Sun office,
ito do by .the things she does.
6

want 2 tackle
the fish that it pays
to tackle.
If

Jtore '(ew. for

Aursdaq

Hart Sells the Chocest
FISHINfi TACKLE

Showing tomorrow a particular
line of Ladies' Hand Bags

$1.00 to $12.50

At a price that U
can afford to tackle.

The rods,reeds,lines,hooks,
sinkers, corks, bait buckets
are all exceedingly desirable late productions--- the
newest new goods---just
opened. Try Hart.

6E0. 0. HART & SONS CO.

(.4
•

DR. DABNEY

NOAH'S ARK

• 5 #

S15 98

NOAH'S ARK

-seeeseeasel s

•

31111111.11.1111111111.11110111

SHORT TALKS BY
L. T. COOPER

Eight lint Straw Hats For

3 1-8c Each

A.I.L WORN (WT.

Get a 25c package of

ELKAY'S

Drug Store.
Sole agent. Huy-lees Candy.
Eastman Kokaks,
Rexall Remedies.

FAULTLESS
PRESSING CLUB
Cleans Straw Hats and
Panamas,cicans and presses
Ladies' and Men's clothes.
Called for and deFveried
in covered wagon.
SATISFACTION
GUARANTEED
Club Membership $1 per
month.

FAULTLESS PRESSING CLUB
S. E. BAMBERGE11, Prop.
Both Phones 1507.

At eight large stations on the goverhment railroads in Japan tablets
are hung up "to provide means of
writing reminder for such of the passengers who have anything to communicate to the
fellow-travelers
who do not arrive in time."
normal man _breathes 20.001)
times in the course of one day;

1
L. L. NELSON

ODD FELLOWS SELL PROUD OF RECORD
OF OUR COUNTRY

FRIDAY SPECIAL

144)UTH
PHOPEKTY
ON
OLD
This is the time of year for the THIRD STREET TRANSFERRED.
'all worn out" feeling! You hear it
every where.
(Coachaded from Arst Page.)
"I'm all worn
out.- Did you Mosey Will lie Aipplied OM -Three
immediately affected. As we read the
ever stop
to
Links" Building at Fifth strcet
history of e man or a nation, that
think what it
end Kentucky Meanie.
which excites our admiration is coke
means? Well,
ageous action for which no motive 1
it means just
this: •'my liver
can be found save ehat of a desire to
is dull and not
Paducah Odd Fellows throulth discharge a duty to mankind. A
working propMessrs. T. J. Atkins, J. G. Rinkltiff study of the conduct of our nation
er 1 y,
my
with respect to Cuba, Porto Rico, and
stomach is tak and George W. Robertson, trustees, the Philippines,
covering now nearly
tag too much have sold property tot,.. 118 South a decade,
ought to fill every Amerifood which it Third street to Mr. Cearles Robertcan with pride.
isn't digesting son for $5,500, and as soon as the
"One sometimes hears our characJohn
lease
Dicke,
runs
of
Mr.
who
droperly.
a
I'm
BURGER.
MR. JOHN
all clogged up sa:oon in the building, is out, the ter as benefactors to these Spanish
from being in-doors with so little new owner will spend several thous- Islauds questioned on the ground
fresh air all winter long, and
my and del:ars in remodeling it.
The that the benefits conferred have been
body is full of impurities. In conse- Odd Fellows will use the money in paid for by us out of the taxes co.
quence I'm dull all the time." That remodeling the Longfellow school lected in
the Wands, and therefoit
is what 'all worn out' really means. building
at Fifth street and Kentucky out of money belonging to our wards.
Take a tablespoonful of Cooper's'
I think I have shown by what has
avenue for io home.
New Discovery three times a day for
been paid directly out of the treasury
two weeks and the 'all worn out'
feeling will certainly leave.
REVISF.D GAME BILL APPROVED. of the United States to aid them and
that very large sums which would be
Mr. Burger was "all worn out"
011ee,
Gov. Deneen Signs Wheeler Measure, annually paid into the United States
treasury are diverted therefrom by
"For some weeks I suffered from
Protecting Rabbits.
our policy toward taese islands. But
an affection of the stomach that
seemed to wear me out completely.
Springfield, Ill., May 30.— State more than this, even with respect to
My system was run down, my bowels
Game Commissioner Wheeler's bill those benefits pelt for out of the
constipated. I had dull headaches
revising the game laws of the state revenues of the islands, are not the
and although I was not sick enough
work of administration and the reto go to bed I did not have ambition was approved by Governor Deneen sponsibility
and care and judgment
to stir around. I read of Cooper's this evening. The measure makes a necessary
to organize and maintain a
the present
New Discovery and began using it. I number of changes in
government and devise the ways and
am glad to say that two bottles put law. Prominent among these is recme on my feet and relieved every ognition of rabbits as game and es- means to better the conditions of a
symptom of my trouble. It is one of tablishing a closed season from Feb- people to be regarded as altruistic if
only the good of the people is sought?
the best system troubles I have ever ruary 20 to August 1.
"If we have not had material reheard of." John Burger, 1119 HopThe open season for killing quail compense,
have we had it in the_conkilts St., Cincinnati, 0.
is out ten days shorter and hereafter
tinning gratitude of the people whom
We sell the famous Cooper remewill be from November 10 to Decemdies.
we have aided?
There have been
ber 10. The open season on doves is many
W. B. McPherson, Druggist.
expressions at various times
extended from August 1 to November showing
that at such times, a feeling
FIND ANOTHER JEAN VALJEAN. 30 and the open squirrel season from lof gratitutde existed, but he who
July 15 to November 15. Killing of'would
measure his altruism by the
prairie chickens and Mexican. Call- good will
Wife, After Twenty Years' Married
and sincere thankfulness of
fornia, or German quail is prohibited ithose
whom he aids, will not persist
Life Delivers Escaped Husband.
for four years and of wild turkeys in good works.
There are many reaand pheasants for six years.
l'sons why we need not expect a conWest Plains, Mo., May 30,—Geo.
The daily limit permissible to killitinueJ feeling of gratitude from the
Watkins, a farmer near this city,
during the open season is fixed at 20l peoples we have benefited. It is Iiwas arrested yesterday by a deputy
ducks or other water fowl, 15 quail losossible always to secure American
warden of the Tennessee penitentiary
or other small birds, 15 squirrels,and officials who are properly imbu..'
and taken back to Nashville. It is
35 rabbits.
with the spirit of sympathy for ths
said that he was betrayed by his diGovernor Deneen signed the act,slatives that is essential to prevent
vorced wife, to whom he confessed
making a divistional formation of the'race friction. We strive, of course,
he was an escaped convict.
Illinois National guard, under the'to go as little counter to the customs
Twenty-five years ago Watkins was
command of a major. general, and of the people as possible, but to sesentenced to prison from Polk counraising the rank of the adjutant gen- cure needed reforms, it is necessary
ty, Tenn., for five years for burglary.
sometimes to enforce laws that ate
eral to major genera:.
He escaped from the Trace City coal
not popular. Thus sanitary regulamines three months later and went
tions needed to secure gOod health
Hart-Schreck Bout Today..
to North Carolina. There be marTonopah, Nev., May 30.— All
'ar- are irksome to such a people. They
ried, end seventeen years ago
he
rangements
are
completed
for
the do not see the use of such severity.
came to this county. He reared a
finish
here
this
fight
afternoon
be- Again, to carry on a government we
large family, but last year he and his
tween Mike Schreck of Cincinnati, must employ many Americans in the
wife separated.
service, and we must, in order to seWatkins led an exarnplarly life and Marvin Hart of Louisville. Delecure them, pay them at a higher rate
here, and his friends will endeavor gations of sporting men are atready
beginn.ing to put in an appearance than the natives. Offices are much
to procure a pardon for him,
and the club expects a large crowd at sought after by the natives and the
greater pay and discrimination in
Some men go so fast that they pass the ringside. Both fighters have cornpleted their work of preparation and favor of the Americans are sure to
happiness withort ever noticing that
We have
each expresses confidence in his abit- engender dissatisfaction.
it was there.
ttled to tubetitute natives for Amenity to win the battle.
cans for guidance. Then the native
newspapers avail themselves of the
freedom of the press and abuse the
privilege by every kind of unfair
ur Friday
statement to stir up native prejudice
Complete
I
against the government, and so
Special
1
able
Set
48c
against the Americans. This Is not
decreased by the hostile attitude of
unthinking and unpatriotic American
business men against the natives.
Finally, the charactor of the benefits
beautifully papered, in perfect conwe have conferred on
Spanishdition, has bath, Pantry and latticed
speaking peoples Is such as necesback porch. Price $2,000.
sarily to imply our sense of greater
North Third street. Frame realcapacity for self-government and our
deuce of eight rooms, double front
belief that we represent a higher
Mr. H. W. Carroll, general foreman
porch, two stories, upper and lower
civilization. This in
Itself soon
West Broadway. Good investment hall, large back porch, newly papered of track work in the Paducah Illinois
rankles in the bosom of the native
and dries up the flower of gratitude. property fronting 100 feet on Broad- and
painted, sewerage, porcelain Central yards, has resigned effective
It is natural that It should be so. wqo and running back 165 feet to al- bath, city and cistern water, stobie today. He has been soceeeded
by
We cannot help It. It is inseparable ley,including three houses renting for and other out buildings. .Lot 5.02173 Mr. Sam Holt, of Kuttawa, Mr. Holt
assuming
charge of the position this
from the task we undertake. Our re- $61 per month. If you want a good feet. $3,-040.
morning. Carroll was promoted from
at
ward must be in the pleasure of push- proposition for investment call
Jefferson street. Two-story 'frame the section six
Months ago when Maring the rouge of civilization and in our office or use the telephones.
residence with 12 rooms, batfi, trunk tin Crahen resigned as
foreman and
increasing the opportunity for progBeautiful rooms, hot and cold water, gas and
West Jefferson street.
went to Miasdssippi to work.
ress to those less fortunate than our- ten room residence on lot fronting
electric lights, latticed back porch, 2
Supervisor of Bridges and Builiiselves In their environment, and not Jefferson street 100 feet, with fine
halls, hard wood finish, best condi- ings W.
in their gratitude.
C. W'aggetter, of Princeton,
trees
attractive
shade
grounds.
and
A
.
tion. Lot 50x165 to alley, including Is in the city
looking after improveOur Experiences.
delightful home for $6,501).
large stable and other out houses. ments on South
"I have not touched upon and do
First street and at
North Sixth. Brick residence of 6 Situated close to business section. An the shops.
•
not iutend to discuss, for lack of time
porches.
rooms,
sewerage,
2
4
hails.
excellent
location
for a boarding
what our future policy toward these
Roadmaster A. F. Blaess of the
0 Louisville
three peoples must be. The problems with attractive 4-room cottage on house. Price $6,D0-0.
division of the Illinois Cenfeet
back
9
lot
end
57
of
inches
WI
West Broadway. The prettiest cot- tral, was in the city last night
to be presented are difficult and need
on
173
alley.
feet
Is
to
a
This
corner
tags on West Broadway ht in our business.
a clear and calm judgment and a
anti admirbly1
situated •
generous altruistic spirit for their
hands for sale. It fronts 1.04) feet on
Engineer Eder Evitte and Fireit
satlefactory solution. Neither will be rooms, thick walls and substantial Broadway and runs back 165 feet to man "Brownie"
Dazzle had charge of
cOnetruction make this an attractive'aney. You would be delighted
wanting, I ant sure,
to see the engine pulling the May-field-Calro
proposition
$3,50.0.
at
would
We
"Our experience In the three coonthe convenient arrangement of the Illinois Central special train
this
ries of Cuba, Porto Rica and the exchange this property for a good aix house the beautiful grounds and the morning.
faltiiippines has many points in com- room residence worth less money up-o superior finish and construction of
Engineer Joe Stanfield, of the IlliLnon, and the chief common feature On payment of difference in value.
, this residence. It has private seiv- nois Central, is Ill
and off duty.
btu; been the desire on the part of
Fourth and Clark.
Two-story erage, porcelain bath, hot and cold
Fireman J. W. Crow is off duty on
,I the American people, represented by -frame residence with eighl rooms and water, large porches
both front and account of
an injusy to an eye.
the Antellcast congress, and the reception hall, sewerage, bath, etc
A
, back, four cabinet mantels. Price cinder gut
into the eye.
American executive, to 'stimulate We are requested to submit offers.
$3,500.
Flretnan C. Cundiff is off duty, bebusiness, to elevate and educate the
Harrison. Frame residence of 7
West Jefferson. Eight-room resi- cause of illness.
people, to
maintain and preserve
Engineer Al. Hatch Is ill and unaorder, to introduce internal Improve- rooms large pantry, hall, front and dence on West Jefferson not far from
ments of all sorts into the islands, to side porches, porcelain bath, sewer- Fountain avenue, bath and toilet ble to be on duty.
Conductor I.- D. Farringtou is ill
build roads and bridges and harbors, age connection, hot and cold water, separate, double floors, hardwood
and gradually to enlarge as far as servant's house, shade trees and mug- finish, concrete porch. Lot 52x165 of fever and unable to take out his
run.
to alley. Price $4,500.
possible the control which the natives nollas in yard. Price $3,500.
,
Mall have over their own local gayHarahan Addition. Lots varying
West Jefferson street. Vacant lots
eminent. There have been times from $700 to $1,000, according to on Jefferson street east of Fountain
& N. Strike,
when abuses have crept into the ad- size and location,
idachinista and helpers on the
avenue are hard to find. Owners
ministration of the islands on the , Fountain
avenue and
Monroe don'a want to sell, but we have a Louisville & Nashville system have
part of some of the civil and Military, -oeareet. High and dry lot 541165 to very large lot bit the heart of the heat struck for recognition of, the union.
servants of the United States, but the alley. price $65.0.
section ot Jefferson that we can sell Yesterday 459 men walked out, as
record of the nine years since the beFountain avenue.
Frame reel- you for $1,5041. If you want a first- follows: Leuisville, 300, litabile 60;
ginning of the Spanish war, looked at
Nashville, 10; Covington, 15. Birdeuce of five rooms and hall, lot 50x class location call and See us.
from an Impartial standpoint is, on
mingham, 67; New Orleans, 7.
Ifi0 to alley, beautiful location and ,
the whole, an unblemished record of ,'
•
grounds. Price $3,000.
generous, earnest effort to uplift
DEFENDS ill'OBAND; SHOOTS 2.
above
'
Suburban
site,
home
high
theme people, to help tbem on the
way to self-government, and to everything near Paducah, and co n- REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE. Wyoming Woman Kills One
Man and
teach them a higher and a better mending a magnificent view, embrac-.
Fatally Wounds Another, BOTH PHONES 127.
lag
32
acres,
$4,201.
civilization. It is a record I conflRawlins, Wyo., May 20.---BelievWe give special attention to local
., .3
_.
dently submit will always redound In
ing that her husbond was about to he
the coming century to the high credit in home-seekers. We have a list of ,To Geoh.
nut Bay
ern via
use
lit
. e Northwest- killed by his two infuriated partners.
of the people of the United States as choice homes in the most select part
with whom he was engaged in a
desgener
ousof
the
c
ity.
If
you
are
a
home-seeka
civilising nation charged
Full particelars regarding trip to perate tight, Mrs. *tittle Ringwood
by the accident of Ivor with the re- er YOU need to have a little heart to ;Sault Ste. Marie by rail in
today
shot
and killed one of the men;
through
sponsibilitiee of guardianship of a heart talk istith us. Both phones 127.1,1epping ears; thence
by steamer to A. Davis, and fatally wounded Webb
Trim ble 'street-. Something pretty'
less fortunate people and diechargCaOrglan Bay. sent on request. Roe- Stone, the second. The shooting ocIng tbat God-given reeponatbillty In and convenient in five
buildings
room con
o ttag
int_w
e cstalulow
curred in a saloon here.
rates.
accordance with the highest ideals of with necessary out
"
H. BREEZE,mmer
Getters' Agent, 436
'the brotherhood Of wan."
141s185 to alley.
The house lit Walnut 141., Cincinnati. O.
Use Sun want ads. for results.

Consisting of one Covered Butter Dish,
one Covered Sugar Dish, one Spoon
Holder and one Cream Pitcher, all for
Forty -Eight Cents

McPHERSON'S

Is the easiest to operate, the most
durable and economical on the
market. The automatic oiler is a
strong feature and it has many
other points you will- like. Each
engine is guaranteed by the manufacturers. largest concern of its
kind in the world. Call at 407 S.
Third street and see them.

1.2relrl-rtr-TYT:rrilri*-

Complete Table Set

Straw Hat cleaner for 2.5c and
clean your lest summers' hat
eight times, it will look good
as new each time.

This Gasoline Engine

1.Tiffureiretritempit--

48c

N Friday morning, commencing promptly at 9
o'clock, we will offer you this lovely SIX PIECE
TABLE SET, complete, for Forty-eight Cents. Each
and every piece is perfect in appearance, clean and
beautiful, and one's dollar is the price usually asked
for this beautiful set. Only one set to a customer.

l

RAILROAD NOTES

1.

0

Try a

fiAS STOVE

The following reduced rates
are announced:
Los Angeles,('al.—Electric
Medical Association, June 8th
to 15th; limit August 31st.
Round trip, 160.50.
Richmond, Va., round trip
$16.80. Special train
will
leave Paducah about noon
May 28, carrying through
sleepers to Richmond, account
Confederate reunion.
Louisville, Ky.—Account of
Spring Meeting—Jockey Club
--$6.95 round trip, May 6. returning May 7; $8.95 round
trip, May 4, good returning
June 9; May 5-11-18-22-2529, June 1-5 and 8, limit two
days.
Cairo, 111.. Thursday, May
30. Special exeursion train
leaves Paducah at 9 a. in ,
round trip $1; returning leave
Cairo 10 p. m.. same date,

For information, apply to
City Ticket Office, Fifth and
Broadway or Union Depot.
J. T. DONOVAN,
Art City Ticket Cffice
R.-M. PRATHER,
Ammt Union Deloot

You will never
regret it.

H. C. HOLLINS

The Paducah tLight & Power Cos

•••
•

#11Vkfil,
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can only be had if investors are of- lehltuld not
lose their heads and get
fered an ample reward for the risk idrawn into an indiscrim
inate raid
they take. We would he the first to upon all emporations, al! people
of
oppose any unreasonable reatrictious wealth, witether they do well or Er
being placed upon the issuance of ,Out of auy such wild movement good
Call, write, or phone for CATALOG un and full particulars. special
stocks and bonds, for such would will not come, can net come, and
In most cases are direct results
simply hamper the growth of the never has come. On the contrary, .*SUM.ME,R DISCOUNT NOW ON. POSITIONS secured or MONZY BACK
of WEAK KIDNEYS and IN("lilted States; for a railroad must the surest way to invite reaction is
FLAMMATION OF THE BLADB
Y12
1JASCITIE
DER. The strain on the KidCA
ultimately stand on its credit. But to follow the lead of either denteSL
S
neys and inflamed membranes
this does not prevent our demanding gogue or visionary in a aweeping ate:
lining the neck of the Illadder
By E. PHILLIPS OPPENHEINI.
that there be lodged in the govern- sau't upon property values and upon (I 1101111,0411 t ell.)
211('t thews. 18 years' success. .4.1.1ress:
producing the pain*.
Anther of "-Mr Mester PI warner" A Prince of Sinners.- Mysteriou
ment power to exercise a jealous public ccinfilence, which would work
e Pte.
JNO, E. 11011,AUGHON, Pres.
securi-atrri
labia.' -ALMS the Adventuress.- Etc.incalcula
damage
ble
in the business
care against the inflation of
a , and would produce such dis- P▪ ADUCAH, :114 Broatloay, or Evansville, St. Louis or Memphis.
tles, and all the evils that come in its t nr
graurrtatit. 1805. 1886. aw LITTLE. BROWN, and COMPAN
sa of the agitators that in the reThe
Y.
vulsion thg distrust would extend to
trainraileay e
and alari
thosewhe
°•hoii
buiinvest
nds a gitriea1;
adequatelhoneet men who, in sincere and pant
render ace
public service; for
ne
ssitya
transportation facilities are a vital fa Ire trying to remedy the
evils.
(Continued trots Yesterday.)
necessity to the country. We favor
grileea'ttten.reeldatot
Most noted waters and baths in America
"Gentlemen," he said, "do you agree full and ample return to such men:
"The
ts.hour, from
.filitthe
"I replied that It was a eoutiggency with me that I shall
THIS IDEAL. FAMILY
Two dosese give relief, and
REEIC312T
but
we
do
not
favor
a
policy of ex- the standpoint of the general
sign this draft?"
public-which we scarcely thought it worth
one box vill cure any ordinary
Electric lighted, Steam heated, Capacity 600 euests.
ploiting the many for the benefit of
"We del" they both answered.
the
producer,
of
consumer
and shipcase of Kidney or Bladder
while to consider. I expressed my
No Mosquitoes. No Malaria. Twenty Distinct Springs
The president signed his name. Then the few. We favor the railway man
per alike—is the need for better
trouble. Removes Gravel, cures
firm belief that England would ob- he turned the handle of
BATHS —Su lpli u r,
ud,
and Massage.
who operates his railway upon a transport
telephone
the
.
Diabetes, Seminal
ation facilities, for addiEmissions,
ENPS—Itancing, Bowling, Billiards, Tennis, Bunting.
serve all the ebuventionh written and
"You can show Lord Fofhergill in!" straightforward and open
Weak and Lade Back, Rheumabusiness tional tracks, additional terminals
Fishing
understood of international law."
he ordered.
basis, from the standpoint of perman- and improvements in the actual
tiam and all irregularities of the
Special Los Rates Oaring Stasis of 1907. Reduced Round Trip Rates•
hand"And he?"
as 11051,5 Central Flour's"
Kidneys and Bladder in both
ent investmeut, who has an interest ling of the railroads and
For Pamh
plet aria Pates \Idles,
:
all this
"lie
was
not
eatiefied,
course.
of
He
men and women. Sold at 50
(To Be Continued.)
In its future; we are against only wit the least possible delay. Militia,
declared that he had certain htformaMEIRCKE BROS., OWNERS AND MANAGERS GRAYSON SPRINGS, KY.
cents a box on the No Cure No
the man who cares nothing for the •
ad rapid transportation faciliBon that England was making definite
'Pay basis by McPherson's drug
property after his speculative deal ties are even more necessary titan
store, Fourth and Broadway, Plans with a view to insure the delay
in its securities has been closed. We cheap transportation. The prime
of the fleet. He went on to say that
sole agents for Paducah, or sent
favor the railway manager who keeps need is for the investment of money
by' mall upon receipt of price to
Germany was determined not to tolin close touch with the people along which will provide better terminal
Lark Medicine Co., Louisville,
erate any such thing, and he concludes
Ky.
his line rather than in close touch facilities, additional tracks and a
that we, as Russia's ally, would at any
with the speculative market;
rate remain neutral should Germany
who greater number of cars and locomooperates his line with a view to the tives, while at the same time securthink it her deity to interfere."
"And your reply?'
advantage he can legitimately get out ing. if possible, better wages and
Big Street Deal for Berlin.
211.213 S. Third St.
Paducah, Ky.
"I answered that in the event of unof his railway as a permanent in- shorter hours for the employees.
Continued From Page Three.)
Berlin, May 30.- According to the
There
toward happenings France would act
must
be
just
and
reasonabl
vestment
e
by giving a fair return to
Lokal Anzeiger the kaiser has just
as her hoaor dictated, remaining althe stockholders and to the public regulation of rates, but any arbitrary
BEATS DUKE WITH PARASOL.
sanctioned a gigantic street improveways mindful of the obligations of her These agreements should of course good service with
and unthinking movement to cut
reasonable rates;
ment scheme here involving an out—be
made
public
in
the
minutest
alliance. He was quite satiefied."
down may be equivalent to putting a
de- who does not operate
lay of $37,500,0,00. Four Gerifaan
his road with
Woman Who says :Ow belt Husband
"Ile had no suspicion of this?" the tail, and should be subject to secur- a view to
complete
stop
effort
to
proto
the
the temporary spemilative
banks and one British bank will fiBecause of Love.
young man asked, touching the treaty ing the previous assent of the interadvantage which will follow capital- vide better teansportation.
nance the undertaking. It is propos- with
state commerce commission.
his forefinger.
"Rates
should
not be unduly high:
izing and uncertain future and une-4:i to widen the narrowest part of
WILL BE EKE(TED ON METROPOParis, May 341.--A woman named
"The movement to regulate rail"Nome. It Is believed in Gexmany
loading the securities on the public. there shou:d be a thorough safeFriedrich steasse 20 feet and replace that the
Mine. Guggenheim was fined $20 in
LIS LAKES THIS SUMMER.
young Englishman was really ways by law has come to stay. The
guarding
against
accidents
there
;
the present insignificant houses and found drowned
We wish to make it to the interest
a civil court today for having cornin the Seine after a people of this country have made up
should be no improper shirking of
shops by a magnificent array of pa!- short career of dissipatio
of the investor to put his money into
ntitted all assault upon the duke of
n. Our friends their minds—and wisely made up
taxes;
the
shippers
the
country
of
aces, galleries, ana hotels, making served us well here. Now,
Galleria, husband of the Infanta Eugentlemen, their minds—to exercise a closer con- the honest development of the rail- must ho supplied generously with
the street one of the grandest thor- the English aintessador will
roads,
Paducah country Club Is Preparing lalie, aunt of the present king of
and therefore we wish to dis- cars
be here trol over all kinds of public-se
and all other equipments necesrvice criminate
oughfares In the world.
for Enjoyment of the Mettills•rs
in twenty minutes. What aut I to gay corporations, includin
against the man who, while sary to properly
Spain.
g railways: Evcare for oui comto itima• Do we sign this draft agree- ery honestly managed
enriching himself, lays upon the fu- merce,
in Style.
Mnie Guggenheim recently awaitand all this means that the
railway will
ture owners and patrons of the road national governme
Superstition often is only a sy- s:mut or do we not?"
gain and not lose by the policy.
ed the duke outside of a store in the
nt must be given
The
Thefe
was
a
silence which lasted men more anxious
and above all upon the honest men full and effective
nonym for intellectual sloth.
Rue de la Paix. and when he came
to
power of supermanipulate
nearly a minute. Then the younger of stocks
out she belabored hint with her parthan to make the management whose duty it may become to operate vision and control. But the interIf you keep your tools keen the the two men spoke.
Messrs. F. W. Katterlohn, ?Robert
of their roads efficient and honest the road, a burden Of additional debt ests of those who build, who manage
asol, much to the edification of the
Master will not keep you long idle.
"Sir," he said respectfully, "without are
the only ones who have cause to without adding correspondingly to and who invest in the railroads must Noble, Virgil Sherrill and others inessers by.
some proof of Russia's falsity I cannot
Its actual worth. Much is said about be no less scrupulously guarded than prominent in the Country club, will
oppose it.
She claimed in court that she had
bite AND WOMEN see how in honor we can depart from
"We who believe In steady and the Inability of railway presidents to the interests of the public. It is select a suitable Site Sunday on the left her husband for love of the duke
Vie Big 61 for immetora: our treaty obligations with her to the
discharges,inflare mations
healthy progress stand unalterabiy agree among themselves as to what urgently necessary at the present Metropolis lakes eight miles from and that he had subsequently neglectIrritations or ulceration, extent of signing an agreement with
of mucous membranar
her putative enemy. England must for the new era of the widest public- policy should be advocated and what time, in order to relieve the existing Paducah on which to build a club ed her.
N6110008, •oil not made
fight her own battle, and God help ity, and of fair dealing on the part plans followed in the effort to work congestion of business and to do house this summer. The club was or. gent Or poisortoue.
of railroads with stockholders, pas- out the problems which now present away with the paralysis which threat- ganized last year hut did not build. NEW COMMERCIAL RANK
Maid by Iirwegteta.
her:"
Or lent a plain OrSpOOk
"And you?" M. Grismon asked, turn- sengers, and shippers. We ask the themselves. In so far as the law Is .ens our expanding industries, be- One of the finest club houses in this
by •I areal, prepaid, Is
DRAWINGS 4'051PLETE.
111.00. or $ te: Plow Ift.71.
consent of no man in carrying out concerned, all I ask of them is a will- cause of limited and inefficient means section will be erected. It will be
ing to the third man.
of distribution, that our railway fa- fitted out elegantly
with
reading,
"I agree," was the regretful answer. this policy; but we gladly welcome ingness to comply fully
A. I. Lassiter. architect, has sent
with
its
cilities should
be increased as to music, billiards and ball rooms.'One the drawings for the new Commercial
"If this treacherous scheme is carried the aid s of every man in perfecting spirit, and a readiness to move
DT. LOUIS AND TENNESSEE
along
mile
meet
gravel
of
the
the
imperati
road
law in its details, and In secur- the lines indicated by those
ve demands of our
will be required bank building at Dawson, to the dtout I believe that France will be face
who are
RIVER PACKET OOMPANT to fare with the
greatest crisis she has ing its enactment and the faithful charged with administering it. Our internal commerce. The want can to connect the club property with the reetors, and work on the building
be met only by private 'capital, and 'Improved county roads, and
known lit history. Even then I dare observance of its wise provisions. We policy is built
mem- will begin immediately. The buildupon experience, and
the vast expenditure necessary for bers of the club will bear half the ex- ing will cost $5,40.0
not suggest that we court dishonor by seek nothing revolntionary. We ask our primary
FOR,TIENNallillEIC RIVER.
and the new
purpose is to insure the
such purpose will not be Incurred pense with the county
breaking an alliance with a friend in for such laws as in their essence now future
bank will begin operation August 1.
against the mistakes and dedistress."
unless
private
obtain in the staid old common- linquenci
capital is afforded
es of the past,
"You are right, gentlemen," M. Gris- wealth of Massachusetts: such
reasonable incentive and protection.
laws
Not
Overcapitalized.
son said, with a sigh. "We must tell as now obtain in England.
It is therefore a prime necessity to
The purLord Fothergill that our relations with pose of those of us who so
"There has been much wild talk as allow investments in railway properresojutely
his country must remain unfettered. believe in the new
policy, in itethor- to the exteut of overcapitalization t:e3 to earn a liberal return, a return
I"—
ough carrying out and in its progres- of our railroads. The census reports sufficiently liberal to cover all riska.
Again the telephone bell rang. M. sive development, is in no
sense Pu- Ott the commercial value of the rail- We can not get an improied service
lAavCs Paducah For Tennessee River Gramm listened and replied with a nitive or vindictive. We would be the roads of the country, together with unless the carrtees of the country
sudden return to his old briskness et first to protest against
Every Wednesday at 4 p. m.
any form of the reports made to the interstate can sell their securities; and theremanner.
fore nothing should he done unwarConfiscation of property, and whether'commerce commission
L W. WRIGHT.
by the milMeade%
1
"It is. young De Bergillac," he an- we protested
rantedly to impair their credit nor to
or
not,
I
may
roads
add
on
that
their
cost
EUGENE ROBINSON,
of construction,
Geri nounced. "He has been to England in the
decrease the value of their outstandsupreme court could be trusted tend to show that
as a whole the railIs corzpany is not responsibk search of that miming page of the in any
ing obligations."
event to see that there alloud road property of the
country is worth
treaty. I have told them to show him be nothing
for invotee charges unlees
dose under the guise of as much as the
securitie
in."
s representby ti 3 ftletri Ce the boat_
regulating roads to destroy property
PILES! PILES! PILES!
ing it, and that in the consensus of
The vieornte entered, paler titan ever
without just compensation or withWilliams' Indian Pile Ointment will
opinion of investors the total value
from recent travel and deeply humilicure Blind, Bleeding and
out due procees of law. As a matter
Itching
of stocks and bonds If greater than
ated from the fact that there was a
Piles. It absorbs the tumors, Minas
of course, we shall punish any crimsmut upon his collar which he had no
their total face value, notwithstand- itching at once, acts
as a poultice,
inal whom we can convict under the
time to remove. He presented a paper
REMOVED TO THIRD AND
law: hut we have no intention of tng the 'water' that has been injected gives instant relief. Williams' Indian
to M. Grimm' and bowed. The premier
in particular places. The huge value Pile Ointment is prepared for Piles
KENITrCIKY.
spread it out upon the table, mad the confounding the innocent many and of terminals, the
immense expendit- and itching of the private parts. Sold
the guilty few by any ill-judged and
look Binding, Bank Work, Legal faces of the three men as
they read sweeping
ures In recent years In double track- by druggists, mail 50c and $1.00.
scheme
of
vengeance. (Air
became a study. M. Caisson rang the
Williams' M'f'g Co., Props., Cleveand Library Work a speclalty.
aim is primarily to prevent these ing, improving grades, roadbeds and land, 0.
bell.
structure
s,
hive
abuses
brought the total inin the future. Wherever evil
"M. le Due de Bergallac and ft young
vestments to a point where the opinEVANSVILLE,
PADUCAH
AND Engliah gentleman," he told the at- doers can be, they shall be, brought
"I fear," said the poet, "that I ant
tendant, -are In my private retiring to justice; and no criminal, high or ion that the real value is greater than writing over the heads of the people."
the
low,
face
whom
value
we
Is
can
probably
reach will receive
true. No
room. Desire their presence."
CAIRO LINE.
"Can't see any help for you, old
The servant withdrew. The three immunity. But the rights of inno- general statement such as this can man,"
(Incorpo
rated)
rpnra
ted)
replied the critic. "You'll
be
cent investors should not be leopardaccepted as having more than a
men !poked at one another.
never be able to have your deslt in
"If this is genuine:" the younger ed by legislation or executive action; general value; there are many ex
anything but an atic."—Washington
Evansville and Paducah Packet* murmured.
we sanction no legislation
which ceptions; but the evidence seems amwould
fall
heavily
ple
on
them, instead
that the great mass of our rail- Herald.
"It Is the Russian official paper,"
his vie-a-via declared, holding It up to of on the original wrongdoers or road securities rest upon safe and
beneficiaries of the wrong.
solid foundations; If they fall in an)
the light.
ROGERS' LIVERWORT
Not Retard Progress.
Then she Due de flentillac and Gay
degree to command complete public
TAR AND CANCHALAGUA
"There must he no such rigid laws confidenc
Poynton were ushered lie M. Grieson
e, It is because isolated in- For the complete core of Cotighli.
Asthma,
and Brorchitoi and ell Lung ct.ni
as
will
prevent
the development of stances of unconscionable
(baby Except Sunday.)
rose to his feet.
stock-wa- plsints tending to C:nanniption. Liverwort.
Steamers Joe Fowler and John
"M• PaYntolt" he sold "we have the country, and such development tering knd kindred offenses arouse Tar and Wild Cherry have for ages main
tained an e•tablished reoniation as• ,tanciard
Hopkins, leave Paducah for Evans aU three heard your atom' as to what
suspicion, which naturally extends to etongh Remedy. IC contains on OplOrri
o• harmYou whammed in the forests r Posen.
all corporate securities so long as ful drog caw be riven with safety to children.
vine and way landings at 11 a.. m.
Price
Ii
00.
Sold
by
Lint.
Aleey
&
ha
It
part ogyour allegation that A page
Biggesst anc.1 Olderostsimilar practices are possible and
Williams
Co., Prom, Cleveland,0.
Special excursion rate now In et
for that
of writing from the private ('Sr which
the tendency to resort to them is unfeet from Paducah to Evansville an
Oflice Phones 369.
you were watching was blown to your
Residence Phones 726
restrained by law. While there have
The man who most Ileser ves our
return, $4.(.0. Elegant music on the feet and that you
picked it up and
been many instances of gross and
C'torro
plbell
pity
the
is
poor fellow who has no
PlecitiCeits, Ky.
flag
lost. Tab! unsurpassed.
brought it to Paris with you. Look at
rant stock inflation and while, of pity air the poor,
this sheet of paper carefully. Tell
course, there remain cases of overDenatured
me if it is the one."
STEAMER DICE FOWLER
capitalization, yet when the statistics
Coy glanced at It for a moment and
'
Alcohol
of the weaker roads, the overcapitalLeaves Paiidcah for Cairo and wa.) handed it hack.
ized roads, are combined with those
"It is certainly the one," he answerlandings at 8 a. m. aharpe, daily, ex
l ot the stronger roads, and considerEtrookpozort,
We take pleasure in annotin0l ed in
eept Sunday. Special excursion rates ed. "If yeti loo at the back you will
the aggregate, in my Judgment
see my Mittens there and the date."
Rafts
a Day.
$I
Everything 0 1
1ng that we now have Denatured
now In effect from Paducah to Calm
i they will be found to Impair the
M. Grisson turned it over quickly.
Ira. I. A. ladians, Prwletrus.
Alcohol for our trade. It is LO
and return, with or without .meals The two
wholesome financial standing and poother men looked over his
be used for burning purposes i salon. of the
and room. GOod music and table nn shoulder, and one of them gave a little
railroads as a whole;
only, as nearly every one now
surpassed .
while those railway owners anti
exclamation. The Initials and date
knows, but for use In the arts
managers who have enriched themFor further infortnation apply 1.- were there.
and mechanics it Is the most
selves by loading their properties
S. A. Fowler General Pass. Agent, o
Then M. Grieson turned mace more
METROPOLIS, ILL.
eefinomical and satisfactory fue
with securitieria representing little
Given Fowler, City Pan. Agent, a to Guy. He *Ss not a tall man, but
•
D. A. Bailey, Prop.
known.
or no real value deserve our strongAnd
Fowler-Crumbaugh & Co's. oils. he had dignity, and his preeetwe was
1
est coodemnatione
impremalvs, He spoke very slowly.
fewest and beet hotel in the city.
Cheaper than wood alcohol, It
Both phone- No.
"M., Guy Poynton," he said. "It is
also burns without any of Its
The Demagogue.
Rates $2.00.
Two large eample
not often that an great an leotte--that
offensive odor. Next time try
"The grave abuses in Individual looms. Bath rooms. Electric lights.
the very destinies of two great corm
It in your chatirif dish or alcocases of railroad management In the the only centrally located Hotel la
-tries must rest 'mon the Almelo and
past represent wrongs not merely to be city,
hol beater; It will be a revelauncorroborateti at try of ono man. Yet
the general nubile, but above all, COMMER
I
tion to you. Be Sure to phone
CIAL PATRONAGE 10that i the position in which we stand
wrongs to fair-dealing and honest
WINSTEAD'S, for no other
today. Do not think that you are be1,WINED.
Round trip excursion rates
corporations and men of wealth, bePadocah druggist handles it
ing treated with distrust. I weak to
from Paducah to
'inciri nal
cause they excite a popular anger
you not on behalf of myopia hut for
Both Phones MI.
St. Louie sod Memphis, which
ADA distrust which from the very
the millions of human beings whore
ne follows:
nature of the case tends to inchttle
Tull
welfare is my care and for those other
16e S pt. and bottle; he rebate
in the sweep of Its resentment good
AND CURE THE LUNCH)
Ina/Ilona
of
your
own
countrym
en
Paducah te Cincinnati and
for bottle.
and had alike. From the standpoint
whose Intermits must be yours.- I ask
return . ,
$11.00
of the public I can not too eerneetiv
Vic I pt. and battle: 10c rebate
you solemnle. Is this story of yours
sa'y that as soon as the natural and
for bottle.
word for word a true one?"
WI"
Louis
7.50
proper resentment aroused by these
36c 2 pt and bottle; 10c rebate
(any looked him in the face resolutely
abuses
becomes Indiscriminate and
Nlemphia
7.30
and answered without hesitation.
for bottle.
nothinking, it also heroines not
"On my honor am an Englishman,"
merely unwise and unfair, hut eaten
O
oNSUSPTION
he declared, "HIS true!"
'fated to defeat the very ends whiph
0. F. PHILLIPS, Agent
&I ea
M. (Theron held nut his hand.
LDS
those feeling It have in view.
Ares Tr. 0.
"Thank yon'." he said.
°Moe Richmond Muse.,
"The hulk
our hitainem la honThe three men were again alone
Precept Service cc Teleeh
Telephone es IL,
Orders.
west ..nd mckest Ours or a
estly done. In the natural IndignaThe man who controlk4 the *Winkle
THROAT and LUNG TROUB.'
Setenth and Broac
tion the people feel over the titsOf Frame dipped his peh In the Ink.
LIBS, Or MONET BAOIL
a honest). it Is all-essential that they
$

Bacitache,
Pain in the
Hips and Groins

•
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Great Summer Discount

A MAKER
OF HISTORY

DRAucHoN,s

LARK'S
KIDNEY
GLOBES

i

GRAYSON SPRINGS

WILL CURE IT

PROBLEMS OF DAY
TEXT OF ADDRESS

•

coLLEGEs
KY

GUYUndertak
NAersNC
E
ff
SO
N
and Embalmers
CLUB HOUSE

The service derived
From the New Telephone
Is the most essential thing
In every home.

STEINER CLYDE

I

HENRY MAVEN, JR.

Use the New Phone

PADUCAH HOME TELEPHONE CO., loc.

ACCIDENT INSURANCE

ABRAM L..WELL & CO.
Travelers Insurance Co.

CHAFING DISH

Oak Dale Hotel

NEW STATE HOTEL

Early Times

I

•

Jack Beam

LEE LINE STEAMERS

KILL

.. ,

S.11. WINSTEAD

•

COUCH

Dr.King's
New Discover
Price y
l0.

Is not bottled just as soon as it
attains the required four years of
age, but it enjoys the full eight
year bonded period and is not
bottled until it is eight years old.
Watch the stanip—it protects you.
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DECORATION DAY
IS QUIET HERE

SANTO DOMINGO Fl N A SCES.
Creditors Will Get Part of reads
From New Loan,

Washington, 51ay 30.- The following cablegram front Colonel Colton, American admin1strator of customs in Santo Oom1ngo, was receivShops, Banks and PostoiHee ed at the war department
today:
"The principal features of the loan
Close in Honor
contract for $20,000,000 were approved by congress May 25. Ttie
funds for the interior debt and for
Baseball Game, Gun taut) Shoot and the Santo Domingo Improvement
company claims are to he deposited
Fishing Expeditions Are Arpending an investigation. Carlos F.
ranged For Day,
Morales, former president of Santo
Domingo, was deported from Port au
Prince to New York May 24."
CELEBRATED IN WASHINGTON
The claims of foreign creditors
were $21,104,000, which was scaled
down to $12,407,000. The internal
debts were 32,208,258, and these
Decoration Day is being quietly ob- were scaled down to F645,827. Added
served in Paducah, but at Cairo, Me- to this is $2,400,000) which
has been
tropolis, Mound City and other neigh- heretofore approved by the
Dominiboring cities, the day is being observ- can government.
ed with much pomp and ceremony.
The foreign debt includes that of
Two excursions were run into Cairo the Santo Doming
o Improvement corn
and Mound City by the Illinois Cen- PanY.
tral, one via of Fulton from tJarkson,
Tenn., and another via Paducah from
NO AID FOR WALL STREET
Mayfield. The latter passed shortly
..4,-.1ifter 9 o'clock, and was made up of Should
Be Treasury Motto, Says
Lase coaches and a baggage car. At
Comptroller !fidgety.
Metropolis the Paducah baseball club_
Is playing the Metropolis Blues this
Detroit, 'Mich., May
30.- The
afternoon. The team left on the boat Bankers
' club -of Detroit celebrated
at 11 o'clock am' will return on the its tenth
anniversary last night by a
Dick Fowler tonight. All boats are
banquet at the Hotel Cadillac. Wiloffering extra rates and are doing a
liam Barrett Hidgely. comptroller of
good business today.
the currency, was the principal speak
The railroad shops were 'silent this
er. He said in closing:
morning except from the occasional
"Let the treasury get clear of the
fall of a hammer in the hands of some
money market and leave it alone
boilermaker or machinist getting out
Business men would then know what
an engine for immediate duty. Only
they could expect, and make their
enough men to get out necessary mocalculations acordingly. This would
tive power are retained at the shorn)
have a most salutory effect, for when
today, and no machinery is running.
people realize that the treasury deAt Barlow lakes a party of railroad
men are enjoying fishing. There are partment would not rush to their aid
about sixteen in number, and among as soon as money became tight, there
them are Jerome Smith, Dick Tolbert, wauld be less dependence on such reEd Wheeler, John Schroeder, Luther lief, and a far steadier and more satThomas, Tom Hart, Robert Fisher isfactory condition in the money mar
ket."
and George Hannin.
At the fair ground range this afternoon many marksmen are out
shooting with the pistol and Hoe. and
a permanent rifle and pistol club will
Ise organized.
The post office was closed except
from 9 to 10 o'clock when the general delivery and stamp windows were
open. One delivery was made in the
city by carriers. Banks are closed,
but the schools are In session. Few
people are on the street and lb city
has a du' appearance.

THURSDAY, MAY 80.

The most Interesting Day of the Week
to Thougbtful Women is Friday
USE it's the day of bargains on the first floor at "the big busy
BECA
store"---Ogilvie's. You should never fail to visit this store on

Thursday or Friday, no matter how often you come on other days, for
there are many little thing's you need that you can always obtain at a
saving and there is always big special bargains to be had on those days.
Here are a few things we mention, and there are lots more:
36 Inch Black Silk

English Long-Cloth

2 pieces 36 in. Black Taffeta Silk, a regular number we
carry at $1.00 a yard; Friday and Saturday,
per yard

We will sell 50 pieces of 12 yards to a box English
LongCloth, a very good quality for $2.00, Friday
and Saturday at per piece_ __
1 A9

Union Linen Lawn

Linen Damask

79c

36 in, Union Linen Lawn, very sheer, suitable for waists
and dresses; an extra special value Friday and Saturday, pet)yard
....... .

2 pieces all pure Linen Damask, silver bleache
d, extra
heavy grade, 62 inches wide, good patterns,
worth 75c; Friday and Saturday

49c

Linen Lawn

Table Damask

36 in. all pure Linen Lawn, extra good quality for waists
and dresses: a 35c value; Friday and Saturday,
per yard

2 pieces 72 inch mercerized bleached Damask, extra
good
value for $1.00 yard; pretty dainty patterns;
Friday and Saturday, per yard.

25c

75c

Barred Linen Lawn

Hosiery

1 piece 36 in. all pure Linen Lawn, with a dainty, neat
thread bar, a good 75c quality; Friday and Saturday, per yard

Extra good value in black and red drop-stitch
Ladies, a regular 25c quality, from stock, 3 pat- Hose for
terns; Friday and Saturday 19c, 3 for

49c

The Difficult Part.

50c

45 Inch Dress Linen

Remnants

3 pieces 45 in. Dress Linen, s splendid piece of all linen,
suitable for pillow cases and dresses, regular
69c value; Friday and Saturday, per yard.

Of everything half price-Embroideries, Dress
Goods,
Lawns, etc.

49c

HALF PRICE

In Washington.
Washington, May 30.---- Memorial
day was celebrated In an elaborate
manner today. The army of the Tennessee unveiled a monument in Arlington cemetery and the army of
West Virginia did the same. Public
businetis was entirely suspended.

REMN ANTS

HALF PRICE

Remnants of Everything
When you visit uctomorrow and Saturday don't fail to see the
new Belts, Bags, Combs,
Fancy Ribbons, F4ns, Belt Buckles, Parasols and 'all the new
weaves in Wash Goods.

;;:ect Officers.
Asheville, N C., May 3.0.-The
American Library association elected
Hubby I don't believe you can keel,
the following officers: President, A.
E. Bostwick, New York; first vice account of the money you spend.
Wifey- Oh, yea. I can. It's the mon
president, C. H. Gould, Montreal:
second vice
president, Helen
E. ey I cannot keep.
Haines, New York; treasurer, Anderson II. Hopkins), Pittsburg; secretary,
Indian Land May Be Sold.
J. T. Wyer, Jr., Albany, N. Y.; reTulsa, I. T., May Ito.--Judge Wilcorder, Miss Lurie Esteems, Madison, liam R. Lawrence today
denied the
Miss. The following were elected as intervention of Joseph
H. Tiger, a
members of the council: Mary E. Creek freedman; in the rase
of Smith
Ahern, Chir•ago; Thomas L Mont- claim against the county for
$90 for
gomery, Harrisburg, Pa.; R. R. Dow- claimed he was of Indian blood
and
ker, New York: W. F. Yust, Louis- under disability to dispose
of his land.
ville, Ky . and Gardner M. Jones, Sa- He had formerly given a warrant
y
lem, Mass.
deed to the property in question. The
decision affects 5.000 Creek freedmen, and removes restrictions from
Lumbermen Elect (Slicers.
Norfolk, Va., May 30.- The Na- barter and sale of 800.000 acres of
tional Lumber Manufacturers' Asso- land in the Creek nation.
ciation, which has been at the Jamestown Exposition. met at Old Point
Th/rad Takes a Jump.
Comfort and elected the following ofWashington, May 30- Thc annual
An advance yesterday- of 12 rents
ficers:
per dozen in Coats' thread which is report of the commissioner-general of
President. William Irvine, Chippe- carried considerably by the jobbers. immigration for the fiscal year ended
wa Fa'.1)4, Wis.:. vice-president, R. A. was the only important change with June 30, 1906, give* the total numLong. Kansas City; treasurer, J. A. the grocery trade. This advance is 12 ber of immigrant aliens admitted into
Freeman, St. Louis; secretary,George cents per dozen and carried the price the United States during that year as
K. Smith, St. Louis. Minneapolis was from 55c to 67e, which Is a very large 1,100.7111-- the
highest
number
chosen as the next place of meeting, advance. The rise is attributed to the reached since the year 1820, whIch
and the convention adjourned sine advance in the price of cotton. Labor, as far back as the records are availdie
too, as advanced, tending to in- able. The report further shbwa that
of this greed total 85.35 per cent.
crease the cost of the thread.
landed at the ports of New York,
Deliver the goods --don't wait UnBoston,
Philadelphia and Baltimore,
til the)'re called for
differen
Tht
ce between predicting
while only. about 0.56 per cent, (6.It pays to be honest, but there are the weather and a woman's action
021 persons) was admitted through
better Investments.
I' that you may hit it on the weather. Galveston
;101 n lion I 0.19 per cent.

DRY CAOODA
C.AJZPIS7'.9
co
.GILi
i
l r
IES

7hese Specials are. for
Friday and Saturday
only.

THE 3TORE
Or Th251160.PLZ

These Specials are for
Friday and Saturday
only.

per--

Immigration for the Fiscal Year
Is Considerably Over Million

;tales, and 48,125, or 4.4 per cent., rection and protection
against
the
over the Western division, while only Immigrant sharks in the
big seaboard
46.232, or 4 2 per cent, of the grand cities. An Italian labor
Information
total volume, found their way into bureau has been
established in the
the great south. Alaska and the in- city of New York and
is presided
miler dependencies of the United over by a government official.
It is
States absorbed the remaining 11.- accomplishing much
good in direct07F,
or
per
1
total
cent,
imof
the
ing friendless Italian immigrants to
(2,051 persons) through New
Orplaces in the interior where they may
leans, the remaining 13 9 per cent. mig71.tion of that year.
being distributed through the minor
Immigration from Italy alone dur- obtain employment under tolerable
Ae.antic, Pacific and insular ports ing the fiscal year ended June 30, and honorable conditions.
abel the stations along the Canadian 1906, is shown to have been 286,814
The cotton and sugar planters in
and Mexican borders,
persons, more than one-fourth of the the south have learned the
value of
The North Atlanta division of total European immigration. The the Italian laborer.
in Mississippi
states, comprising the six New Eng- North Atlantic division of states ab- and Louisiana,
'where Italians now
land states, with New York, Pennsyl- sorbed 23,508 of that number, and work land on
shares as tenants, planvania and Nkw Jersey, absorbed 752.- New York alone 130,103. The current tations are increasi
ng in value be370 of these immigrants, or 68.3 pet fiscal year will probably show an in- cause they produce
twice as much as
cent. of the total for the 12 months. crease of at least 50 per cent. of Ital- they formerly dial
with black labor,
Of the remaining 348,365 immi- ian immigrants.
and the cry is everywhere for Italian
grants, 242,930, or 22.1. per cent. of
The Italian government, realizing renters.
the total, distributed
themselves its inabillity to stop ernIgrati,'.!, Is
The commissioners spent the enover the North Central division of now
endeavoring to give it proper di- tire month
of March In the south-

t

Run your
eyes through
these specials

talking, We'll make another Special Cut
Price Shoe Sale from 7:30 to closing time Saturday night.

MILLINERY

WHITE LAWN WAISTS.
One hundred in the lot, assorted
kinds and styles, value $1.25 up to
$1.50. Friday price 90e.

BLACK VOILE SKIRTS
Ten Black Voile Skirt!). $7.50, values, tomorrow (Friday), $4.75,
Again 50c China Silks 39c Friday.
RI'SA ET OXFORDS AND SHOES
Again Misses' and Children's $1.23
and $1,50 Russet Shoes and Oxfords,
spetial tomorrow at 914c a pair.
Women's New Brown Lace Striped
Hin14., the new (diaries of brown, 15
and 23e a pair.
BROWN DRESS GOODS.
The new shades of brown in lovely
qut'uflNif
lie A ‘Ar

LIGHT PLAID DRESS GOODS.
Two pieces light Plaid Dress Goods,
regular 50c quality, Friday price 3$
cents a yard.
1111.30 BLACK TAFFETA SILK II.
Another hundred yards of yard wide $1.50 Black Taffeta 811k. The
Sam. excellent quality as in our last
Friday sale again tomorrow. Friday,
at $1 a yard.
SHORT SAMPLE LISLE GIA)VE/4.
This bunch of samples contains
Gloves worth up So65c. choice Friday
for 21., pelr

50 SAMPLE SKIRTS.
This lot of 50 samples just received. They are assorted styles and colors, worth up to $7. The Friday bargain prices for these sample skirts
railge $1.50, $2.50, $3 and $3.50,
BLACK HEATHICRIIIAPOM PETTICOATS.
Only fifteen in this lot, while they
last, take them at $2.
LA DIES' FINE RIBBED SUMMER
VESTS.
This lot has just reached us and
should bring 12 1-1e each. Will be
on special sale tomorrow (Friday)
at fic each.
9 BLACK -SILK COATt4
They are unlined 27-inch loose
black silk coats, regular $5 values).
The Priday bargain price $2.98 each.

SATURDAY

NIGHT SHOE
CIALE4.4

SPE.-

From 7:30 to closing time Sitterday night.
Choice of 50 pairs Women's $2.50
Vic! Kid Patent ,Tip Oxfords at 31,75
a pair.
Choice of 100 pairs misses' and
chikiren'a Patent Leather Oxfords,
dressy styles. All sites from 8 1-2 to
2, regular 21.25 and $1.60. Saturda
y
night $1 pair.
MEN'S VICI KID SHOES.
Choice of 75 pairs of men's $2.50
Vici Kid Shoes Saturday night at
$1.85 a pair. •
Suppose you try our Saturday night
`shoe bargains.

I Harbour's Department Store
-

The Wetting Sun-10c. a
week.

Harbour's Twentieth Friday Bargain Sale===The Last and the Best in May
Here's tomorrow's (Fridays) Bargain List. Come and let the prices and the goods
do the

Millinery tomorrow at Special Friday Bargain Prices.

_

west, examining especially Missouri
,
Kanias, Colorado, New Mexico, Oklahoma, Texas and
Arkansas. They
have returned to Italy with an
immense stock of information and
several hundred photographs, and It
Is
expected, that their report will have
the ffect of inducing the Italian
emi-grant hereaften to void the
large
cities and seek his home in the
open
country under congenial conditio
ns.
One of the Italian steamship
companies has agreed to establis
h a regular emigrant service between
Mediterranean zorts and Galveston,
and
other lines are preparing to
do the
same. In anticipation of this
result,
congress has appropriated
$70,000
for the erection of the
necessary
buildings for an immigrant receivin
g
station at Galveston, and
a like
amount for New Orleans..

MEN'S SAMPLE SUSPENDERS
Bought 'em at a sacrifice,.
50c Suspenders In tomorrow's sale
at 25c.
25c Suspenders In tomorrow's sale
RI 15c.
Ific Suspenders in tomorrow's sale
at 11'1e.
116 MEN'S SUITS $41.$15 FRIDAY.
Two Piece Suits for men. Abont 20
in the
worth up to $6, Friday bargain price, $3.85 a suit,
Boys' $1.50 Suits Friday 98e Only
about 10 of these suits for tomorrow's
sale
MEN'S AND BOYS' NFA-ILIGEK AND
WORK SHIRTS.
About 50 on sale tomorrow at 25c
a shirt.

4/

"The store
for thrifty
people"

GROCERY DEPARTMENT.
(Friday Specials.)
20 lbs (' Sugar
1 in Paeltage Coffee
24 lb hag Dupont Flour
Evaporated Apples per It)
I 1-2 lb can Pork and
Beans
1 1-2 lb can Poaches
1 1-2 th box Postuto Coffee..
4 cans Cream Cora
2 rens Early June Peas
6 bars Ivory Soap
'
1 can Apricots
• 1 can Pineapples

$ Lo n
13,
8 1-2c
1-2.
13c
12c
22c
28.
22c

1 ir
16e

North Third Street
JUST OFF BROADWAY

•. ,

